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Editor’s Notes
A bevy of bob-whites called out pertly
this morning from the cover of tangled
underbrush and wild grape vines where
the far end of the lot slopes off to the
brook. Near the porch a lone robin, har
binger for the flock that will surely
follow, probed for worms under wet
new grass. Across town at the zoo
perhaps, the pride of lions will venture
out this afternoon to lie in the sunshine
along the ledges of the moat that sur
rounds the den.
Bevies, flocks, prides: they are more
than the ballet of life’s springtime
resurgence; they are phenomena of life
itself and probably the very means of
survival for most species. Creatures of a
kind usually band together, whether for
protection, for the rituals of social
pleasure (wolf packs are said to howl
joyously, shoulder to shoulder, as they
run just for the fun of it through he dark)
or for mutual accomplishment through
union. Many hands make light work, we
say, as did our great-grandparents
before us, and we also note that in union
there is strength.
The story of civilization recounts
some very effective strategies for ac
complishment by means of group action
— or inaction, if the name of the group
is United Mine Workers.
Clinging with the tribe was an ob
vious practicality for the earliest
humans. Clanning was probably as
much instinctive as cerebral, but then
the tribes began to cluster in towns, and
city states, and eventually into the great
urban centers of modem history.
Crowds thickened yet the old instincts
remained and displayed great versatility
in their new roles. People with special
skills like the weavers and potters
formed into groups spontaneously and
in India the caste system has frozen all
spontaneity so that occupational groups
are stratified into the social structure by
mutual exclusion.
European federations might have
gone on reforming and reshaping in
definitely, serving only the purpose of
mutual consolation and succor for their
own members, had not the political
2/The Woman CPA

potential of unified group action
become apparent. The medieval guild
system was something new in the
natural order of things, endowing
craftsmen with self-awareness, selfesteem, and — for the first time — with
power. Prideful guild members even
donned distinctive livery to publicize
their skills and their affiliation.
Guild membership was not easy to
come by and was bestowed only on
those who had served an arduous ap
prenticeship. The guilds developed stan
dards of performance for their
members, along with a licensing system,
and controlled wages, labor conditions,
prices and even interest rates in some
craft markets. So great was the power of
some of the guilds that their influence
ran all the way up to the throne and their
survival was assured so long as they
guaranteed the economic security of
craftsmen. Members enjoyed access to
social fulfillment and privilege; many of
the Maestersingers in sixteenth century
Nuremburg came from the guilds of
weavers and shoemakers who regularly
practiced singing together and gave
choral concerts three times a year. An
aura of aristocracy and exclusiveness
surrounded guildsmen.
Lines of force radiated from the
guilds, sometimes raveling apart when
they encountered the dominance of
businessmen or merchants but
sometimes entangling less fortunate
people who were victims of municipal
autarchy. In Valencia, around 1520,
guilds were both very pious and very
powerful (which is to say, they were
typically Spanish) and took their part in
the class revolution by ruling the com
mittees of workingmen and persecuting
the Moorish “infidels.” But the evolu
tion of machine labor which supplanted
quality with quantity proved stronger
than any infidel force because it made
obsolete the contributions of guild labor
to the economy.
London’s Guildhall was visible
evidence of the power of English guilds,
and in other countries the town council
and the guilds became intertwined both

in personnel and in architecture.
Historic Guildhall was first erected in
1411 then rebuilt in 1666 by Christopher
Wren after it had burned down. During
World War II the venerable structure
was finally bombed out; the guilds
themselves had expired long before that
at the bidding of Henry VIII who con
fiscated all of their property.
So there is nothing new about labor
unions or professional associations and
the conflicts they engender within the
economy and with government. Birds of
a feather have been flocking together
since the first primeval forests, and are
likely to continue. Intricate and overlap
ping plumage adorns modem species
and we find ourselves flocking into
chosen professional groups, into an ad
vantageous selection of school, clubs
and neighborhood, and perhaps into a
church group or philanthropic society.
We flock where it serves our purpose
best and since this is America the flocks
may be far removed from the parental
nest.
Associations cannot survive without
objectives. They do not endure after
their goals prove obsolete or unob
tainable, as witness the demise of the
medieval guilds when mechanization
undercut the work of hand artisans, and
confederations lose their strength when
goals become diffused or fail to meet the
needs of many members.
The accounting profession has
become so large and heterogeneous that
its characteristic plumage appears to be
in either molt or mutation. Any
professional association would be
seriously strained to serve so disparate a
variety of accountant sizes and
accountant habitats. The American In
stitute of Certified Public Accountants
must, to survive, meet the needs of both
local practitioners and international
firms, defend the profession against
senseless government regulation, and
defend itself against a judgment action
of the moment by eighteen of its own
members. Meanwhile, the demands on
the individual accounting professional
have become bewilderingly complex so
that the strength of union was never
needed more. We observe some very
confused flying about, much wheeling
and dipping and flurrying of feathers —
clearly a time of stress but maybe, with
luck, a time of better positioning.

Flocking Together
Newest Game for Accountants

Marion C. Argo, CPA, is a public
accountant in Tacoma, Washington. Prior
to establishing her own practice she was
associated as staff member and partner with
public accountingfirms in the Tacoma area,
and she is a past president of the Tacoma
Chapter of ASWA.

Editor’s Comment: The article which
follows has been developed with the
collaboration of staff members of The
Woman CPA.

The doctor who had a general medical
practice, and who made house calls, is
dying out. Why? Because medical
science has grown so extensively that the
individual practitioner cannot be
knowledgeable in all, or even in several,
areas. So, of necessity, specialists have
evolved and have gradually become the
dominant factors in the medical
profession.
Specialization is profitable for the
physician, and practical as long as
patients have problems that are true-totype. Consider, however, the chagrin of
the eye-ear-nose-throat doctor whose
predictable routine is demolished when
a patient in advanced pregnancy slips on
the rug of the eye-examining room,
breaks her ankle, and goes into labor
from the pain and shock. Which medical
procedure comes first? Or, if our doctor
is very rigidly specialized, the question
may be more crucial. What procedure?
A general practitioner would handle

firms. The flocks are forming.
The Problem
In 1953 the first forty-two accounting
research bulletins issued by committees
of the American Institute of Accoun
tants were restated to amend, supercede
or withdraw earlier provisions as chang
ing conditions had altered their
usefulness. In the twenty-five years since
that time a proliferating stream of ac
counting pronouncements has reached a
floodtide of complex rules that has prac
titioners grasping for any available sup
port to keep heads above the tide. Dur
ing this same twenty-five year period the
computer age has evolved, from the
mammoth marvels that were affordable
only by industrial giants, to a computer
in every store front — or at least to some
computer service available to virtually
any business enterprise at a reasonable
cost.
And each year Congress, in its infinite
wisdom, increases, decreases, revises,
restructures, reforms, rebates, or re
jiggers the federal taxation system of the
country. ERISA, enacted in 1974, and
the more recently enacted changes in the
carry-over bases of inherited property
are just two examples of the lawmakers’
contributions to change.
The Securities and Exchange Com
mission and the Financial Accounting
Standards Board have added replace
ment costs and segmented reporting
among other items to their increasing
demands for investor information.
A laundry list of the elements that are
increasing the complexity of public
practice would be incomplete without
mention of the drubbing handed the
profession by the public press and the
courts a la Equity Funding, National
Student Marketing and other of the ac
counting profession’s less than laudable
performances. This adverse publicity
has in turn generated the spectre of im
pending accounting principles and
procedures by government fiat courtesy
of the Metcalf and the Moss Reports.
The American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants, in an effort to res
pond positively to criticisms by
governmental officials, has created its
firms division which is to be made up of
the SEC practice section and the private
companies practice section.

the emergency with aplomb but would
scarcely have enough sophistication to
treat the esoterica of a variety of eye
maladies. Anyway, the general prac
titioner has been, or is being,
transmogrified and before long the
doorways that carried the shingles of
family doctors shall know them no
more.
Certified public accountants not af
filiated with a national firm, the local
practitioners, are facing the same threat
of extinction. Few Americans expect to
find an ophthalmologist, a specialist in
osteology, and an obstetrician em
bodied in the same person. Yet the client
approaches the accountant’s office fully
confident of expertise in taxes, auditing,
business mergers and SEC regulations,
plus familiarity with the client’s special
industry situation.
When one headful of accounting
The complexity of public practice can
knowledge is insufficient to the need, the
partnership of complementing skills only be further aggravated by growth of
is a survival tactic. If two or three heads the public practice. The sole practitioner
can be better than one, then a carefully has to be a general practitioner because
selected group of many heads may be he or she is all there is in the practice
better still. The age of the association is unit. The practice grows — two or three
at hand for local, non-national CPA. partners — larger clients — and larger,
April 1978/3

At the point of expanding
success the local practitioner
faces serious problems of what
to do to meet the continuing
demands of the profession for
specialization and for up
dating skills.

more difficult problems are generated.
More growth — seven, eight, nine
partners — an average of possibly $150,
000 gross billings per partner — and the
firm becomes deeply immersed in need
for means to cope with the full-blown
problems of the profession. The real
concern for the practitioner is fear of
failure to adequately serve the clients
who depend upon the professional
abilities of the accountant who serves
them; that apprehension transcends the
concomitant fear of competition from
larger, and possibly better equipped,
firms.
At the point of expanding success the
local practitioner faces serious problems
of what to do to meet the continuing
demands of the profession for
specialization and for upgrading and
updating professional skills.*
Alternative Solutions
At least four possible courses of ac
tion suggest themselves as possible
pathways out of the dilemma that the
practitioner encounters. These are:
a) Do nothing
b) Do it yourself — upgrade and up
date as much as possible by using
AICPA and state CPA society
continuing education courses
c) Merge with a larger firm
d) Join an association of CPA firms
♦Editorial Note: For a detailed presen
tation of the Institute’s progress on im
provements in the accounting profes
sion the reader is invited to explore the
article immediately following this one,
entitled “In Different Branches: Duality
in the Profession.”
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Do Nothing
firms have found that by joining an
The “do nothing” solution predic association of CPA firms they are
tably will result in a creeping decrease in provided with many of the advantages
the value of services rendered to a client. of national firms, yet are still able to
As time wears on, the failure to keep operate as independent units and
current will result in substandard work preserve close relationships with their
which can result in real hardship to the clients.” Among practitioners the merits
client and will diminish the professional of firm associations are succinctly sum
image of the practitioner. Predictably, marized as “the benefits of a national
also, the “do nothing” practitioner firm without the high overhead.”
As may be surmised, the purpose for
stands in danger of joining the dying
which a group of CPA firms voluntarily
class of medical general practitioners.
joins themselves together in an associ
Do it Yourself
ation is to do collectively certain things
The “do-it-yourself’ solution has that they cannot feasibly do as separate
merit and for some firms may offer suf practice units. The CPA associations
ficient support to allow them to cope fall into three categories, (a) the
with their added professional respon geographically restricted (regional or in
sibilities at least on an interim basis. trastate), (b) the special interests (MAS,
However the resources of the AICPA data processing, etc.) and (c) the full ser
and the state CPA societies are, of vice group. The geographically
necessity, designed to meet the broad restricted groups include The Indiana
needs of a wide range of practice units. Group of CPAs, (acronym —
And a frequently voiced comment is TIGERS), organized in 1964, the
that the courses are attended by those of Southern and Western Accounting
such diverse levels of experience and Group (SWAG) organized in 1969, and
from such diverse sizes of firms that the Ohio Mutual Assistance Group
much of the value of peer discussion (OMAG). The special interests groups
is lost. The adequate development and are largely self explanatory.
continuous updating of materials,
programs and check lists is an expensive
As the name implies, the full service
undertaking often beyond time con
straints and the financial capabilities of group is specifically designed to help its
the “do it yourself’ firm regardless of a member practice units by providing a
conscientious, sincere, well intentioned full program of services which could
minimumly include:
endeavor.
Merger
The “merger’ route is nearly always (1) Practice management support via:
a) Managing partner conferences
open to any firm that desires it and this
course can be an instant solution in
b) Firm management audits
many cases. Very often, however, the
c) Firm operational audits
practitioner who has had the fortitude
d) Goals programs
to build a practice is also a fiercely in
e) New business development
dependent entrepreneur who is not at all
programs
interested in being gobbled up by one of
f) Partner-in-training develop
the giants of the accounting profession.
ment guidance
Typically, the close association with and
g) Firm administration counsel
service to clients is sufficiently rewar
ing
ding both professionally and financially
so that merger holds little appeal if there (2) EDP support via:
a) Experience exchange/
is a reasonable way to maintain and im
clearinghouse
prove the ability to provide first class
b) Hardware/software consulting
professional accounting services.
— exchange
The Association
Joining an association of CPA firms
may be the most palatable solution for (3) MAS and MCS engagement sup
port for clients
the aggressive, forward-looking prac
titioner who wants to remain indepen
dent by who recognizes the paramount (4) Administrative support via:
obligation to maintain professional
a) Development of or acquiring
competence. The situation is well sum
and providing continuing up
marized in the lead paragraph from
date service for:
the January 1978 issue of The CPAPractitioner, and AICPA publica
Staff manuals
tion for the local firm: “A number of
Personnel manuals

b)

c)
d)

e)

f)

Audited financial statement
manuals
Unaudited financial statement
manuals
Tax manuals
Audit programs, internal con
trol questionnaires and un
audited check lists
Industry specialization talent
bank
Consultations
Referrals
Merger and acquisition support
Counseling
Advice
Executive search
Firm administrators
Client needs
Staff training
Staff level I, II, III
Advanced courses tailored to
specific staff level needs
Partner training
Management techniques
Management responsibilities
Peer review
Nationwide referral capability
Personnel exchange

programs for these two firms, tailored
with precision to the size of clients serv
ed and the level of experience of per
sonnel, will more sharply focus the peer
idea interchanges on practical, useful
problem solutions at the appropriate
level.
Another area of need which the
collective resources of a group can han
dle reasonably but which is costly to a
single practice unit is the development
of the technical manuals, audit program
guides, internal control questionnaires
and unaudited check lists which are vital
to a quality practice. And, beyond the
costs of original preparation, there is the
ongoing problem of keeping all of these
practice tools updated and current with
the unending changes in accounting
pronouncements referred to earlier. An
association can be organized to provide
the needed update service on a timely
basis and at an affordable cost to
member practice unit.

New interest in the association con
cept has also been triggered by prac
titioners’ concern with participation in
the newly established AICPA sections
of CPA firms. Although membership is
Anticipated Benefits
not mandatory per se, many prac
The full service liaison contemplates a titioners see participation as a necessary
Wide geographic dispersion of members exercise to demonstrate their dedication
to obviate overlapping practice areas. to quality work and quality control of
Freed of the fear of aid and comfort to that work. When a firm elects to become
the competition there is a stimulation of a member of the SEC practice section,
a free flow of management and financial or of the private companies practice sec
information. A partner in a Cincinnati, tion, or of both sections, it becomes a
Ohio firm has little reserve in discussing participant in the Voluntary Quality
fees, compensation and other Control Review Program for CPA
management-sensitive subjects with a firms. This program requires that par
partner in a similar firm in Duluth, ticipating firms have documented quali
Minnesota but is distinctly uncomfor ty control policies and procedures and
table discussing these same subjects with agree to undergo periodic compliance
partners of a firm in nearby Dayton.
reviews to assure that policies and
procedures conform to professional
Geographic diversity also provides standards, are adequately documented
the capability for the practitioner in Lit and are being complied with. Prac
tle Rock, Arkansas to contact a member titioners see an association as a source
firm in Seattle, Washington, to arrange of help in developing quality control
economically for a physical inventory documents and as a potential source of
observation at the lumber producing the peer review of firms which will be
facility in that area just acquired by a mandatory every three years.
Little Rock client.
Typically firms in the group will be of
A further “big firm” benefit which can
like size which should mean problems of accrue to members of an association is
a like kind. The over $1 million gross the availability of expertise in specific
billings firm with eight partners and five industry problems, and in highly
offices is likely to encounter problems of technical accounting and tax areas
management and of practice similar to a which a local firm may not have “in
like sized firm but problems somewhat house”. Such service is easily provided
different from those the $300,000 gross through cataloguing, in a central talent
billings firm with one office and three bank, the industries served by the
partners.
various members of the association and
Similarly separate staff training the peculiar skills of their respective

g)
h)
i)

Joining an association may be
the most palatable solution for
the aggressive, forward
looking practitioner who wants
to remain independent but
who recognizes the paramount
obligation to maintain pro
fessional competence.

professional members. Availability of
supplemental talent would perceptibly
enhance a firm’s capability of under
taking, with confidence, engagements
that it might otherwise refuse for lack of
experience with the particular industry
or problem.
The Association
The typical association is organized
along usual lines, generally with each
member firm having representation on a
board of directors with the office of
president rotated among firms from
time to time. The number of firms linked
together appears to vary from ap
proximately twenty minimum to about
sixty maximum, dependent upon the
philosophy of the organizers as to a
comfortable number. Basic policy is set
by the board, and various committees
are appointed to handle specific areas of
endeavor. Committees might include,
among others, an auditing and accoun
ting standards committee, tax com
mittee, continuing professional educa
tion committee, practice management
committee, and a membership com
mittee. Paid employees in a centrally
located headquarters office would in
clude an executive director and the
necessary secretarial, clerical and
technical personnel consistent with the
amount of internal research and crea
tion of technical material that is plann
ed for the group.
Basic annual cost of membership in
an association is, naturally, related to
the services that are provided. However,
the fee range most frequently quoted is
from one-half to three-quarters of one
percent of a firm’s gross annual billings,
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with some reduction in rate as the gross
billings increase. Practitioners
recognize the association to be an exer
cise in synergy and those queried are
quick to express their view that the cost
is modest when measured against the
expected benefits of membership.
Associations In Existence
The August, 1971, issue of the Jour
nal of Accountancy described six
groups, and since that time several other
associations have been formed or are in
their formative stages. The September,
1977, issue of the Journal of Accountan
cy carried an advertisement in its
classified section soliciting inquiry from
firms in the $1 million to $4 million fee
range who were interested in participa
tion in a nationwide, full-service
association then forming. From twentyfive to thirty prospects responded. Nine
established associations are listed
below, with acronyms for some:

Associated Accounting Firms Inter
national (AAFI)
Associated Regional Accounting
Firms (ARAF)
CPA Associates
National CPA Group
Ohio Mutual Assistance Group
(OMAG)

Southern and Western Accounting
Group (SWAG)
The American Group of CPA Firms
(TAG)
The Continental Association of CPA
Firms, Inc. (CACPA)
The Indiana Group of CPAs
(TIGERS)

mittment by partners to
maintenance of high quality prac
tice.
Willingness of each participating firm
to contribute service on boards and
committees for the good of the
whole group

With the overriding prescription for
competent professional handling of
Based upon available information, a client needs, firms with the foregoing at
firm looking for a beneficial affiliation tributes in common can utilize their
may be hard pressed to find a slot in a collective resources to perform
presently organized group that fits its professional services beyond the
particular needs. However, in the help- capabilities of any individual partici
one-another climate that appears to pating firm.
prevail among associations, inquiry of
Louis H. Pilie, CPA, a past president
one of the executive directors will likely of the American Institute of Certified
lead to referral to a group with Public Accountants and founder of
membership openings, or to other unaf Atlanta-based Associated Regional Ac
filiated firms interested in forming their counting Firms (ARAF) is quoted from
the October, 1974, issue of the Journal
own flock.
Whether guided to a group with an of Accountancy: “Associations of CPA
available space or to other interested firms are not only here to stay; they will
firms, the local firm in need of help will also proliferate.” Mr. Pilie’s prediction
want to look at several aspects of the appears to be holding true. Flocking
situation before making a commitment. together with firms of similar coloration
By inquiry or observation there must be and configuration may be the preferred
some assurance of:
alternative for the non-national CPA
entity. An association can provide
Similarity of size of firms
resources to handle the complexities
Practice of top quality in each firm
and problems facing the local prac
Compatibility of partners, and com titioner, now and in the future.

The Accounting Association

An Association with complementing groups provides accounting firms with
effective means to an end but it is important that the ends be valid if the association
is to survive and flourish. Objectives that lead to a virtual consolidation under the
dominance of the strongest firm will, in the long run, be a disservice and nothing
more than a strategy to gain control. The ultimate result will be regulation and
uniformity for all members of the association.
However, if the association is formed with the positive objectives of sharing
knowledge, pooling special skills, and of mutual growth through systematic
updating and quality control then that association has every reason for survival
because it means a bettering of service to clients.
Even so, from time to time a client may so expand geographically and in activity
that is is possible that one of the giants of our profession will have staff and
resources that will better serve the client’s complex accounting needs. Any firm or
association will do well to adopt the philosophy that it is impossible to retain each
and every client; it is much more important to concentrate on superior performance
in areas where the firm is well qualified to serve.
Comments by Marshall S. Armstrong in a
discussion with students and faculty at the
University of Cincinnati, March 7,1978. Mr.
Armstrong is Chairman Emeritus of the
Financial Accounting Standards Board, and
one of the founders and the first Chairman of
The American Group of CPA Firms.
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In Different Branches
Duality in the Profession

Clara C. Lelievre, CPA, Ph.D., is
Associate Professor of Accounting- at the
University of Cincinnati. She is the editor of
the Financial Statements Column for this
journal and is a member of ASWA and
AWSCPA.

Public Accounting, for years the
almost invisible profession, is in the eye
of an accelerating storm. Winds of
change batter from all sides. The spectre
of change and uncertainty hovers over
what the Metcalf Reports call The Ac
counting Establishment. In 1977, the
American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants, goaded by internal and
external pressures, effected structural
changes to “enhance the effectiveness of
the profession in the environment in
which we practice.” Flying before the
winds of impending government regula
tion the Institute made three emergency
moves. It created a new class of
membership; it formed a new senior
technical committee to deal with un
audited statements, and, it forwarded to
the Financial Accounting Standards
Board a committee report urging that
private companies and public com
panies be reported under different sets
of generally accepted accounting prin
ciples. The new class of membership
permits accounting firms to join either
or both the SEC practice section and the
private companies practice section.
These actions recognize that the profes

sion is in substance two professions, one
serving publicly listed companies and
the other serving private or closely held
companies. The Chairman of the FASB
acknowledged the possibility of
different GAAP for public and private
companies. The acceptance of this
duality may lead to different
educational and ethical standards.
Reporting standards are the first to be
affected; the jury is still out as to
whether measurement standards should
be affected.
The reports of the Subcommittee on
Reports, Accounting and Management
of the Senate Committee on
Governmental Affairs served as the
catalyst for change. The March 1977
Journal of Accountancy contained the
Staff Report of the Subcommittee. The
final report is printed in the January
1978 Journal. These are referred to as
the Metcalf Reports since Senator Met
calf was chairman of the Subcommittee.
After public hearings on the staff report,
the final report was issued with the Sub
committee stating that it had no im
mediate plans for new legislation but
would hold new hearings in 1978 to

determine how the profession was
meeting the major concerns expressed in
the report. The SEC is committed to
report to Congress on July 1,1978 as to
the likelihood of the success of the
professional efforts at self-regulation.
Thus, the reprieve granted to the profes
sion appears to be short.
Background.
The last decade brought reports of in
equities perpetrated on small businesses
and small accounting practitioners. The
complaints centered on (1) the applica
tion of GAAP for all businesses, (2) the
Code of Professional Ethics, (3) general
ly accepted auditing standards, and (4)
the education of accountants. The Met
calf staff report highlighted the lack of
an effective structure that would enable
local practitioners to participate in the
standards setting process.
A condition of significant duality has
existed in the profession for many years,
but has received little attention from
professional organizations. The AICPA
has apparently considered other
national problems more pressing, and
the state societies have been waiting for
national leadership. However, among
local practitioners there was much dis
satisfaction which occasionally erupted
in professional gatherings and
literature. In later years the grounds for
dissatisfaction began to work a real
hardship on the local practitioners.
Figure 1 contains selected examples
of duality in the accounting establish
ment. Note the recency of many of the
developments.
The SEC.
From their inception in 1933 and 1934
the Securities and Exchange Acts
recognized that all companies need not
conform to the same reporting stan
dards. The Acts only applied to those
companies whose securities were traded
on public exchanges. In 1974, John C.
Burton, then chief accountant of the
SEC, stated, “Public accounting is in
reality two professions.”1 In his opinion
the key to the difference between them is
not size, quality, or credentials, but in
the definition of the work “public”. The
distinction between the two rests on the
beneficiaries of their services. In
one the client is basically the
beneficiary of the services, the ac
countants are responsible to their clients
for their success or failure, attestation is
not normally important, and, when per
formed is usually seen only by those who
have a direct relationship with the
clients, such as their bankers. The se
cond profession, on the other hand, also
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A condition of significant
duality has existed in the
profession for many years but
has received little attention
from professional accounting
organizations.

contracts with the client, but it contracts
to serve primarily the interests of those
outside the client’s firm.
Operationally, this distinction could
probably best be based on whether the
auditor’s relationship is with companies
whose shares are traded in the public
market or not. The distinction between
the public corporation and nonpublic
entity does not divide the profession, it
divides the clients. Many accounting
firms, large and small, have both public
and nonpublic clients.
The SEC also recognizes that
differences exist between public com
panies. Securities Act Release No. 5427
contained an indication by the Commis
sion that financial statements might be
something other than uniform — that is,
that there might be financial statements
for the sophisticated investor and the
professional analyst which would not be
identical with financial statements for
the so-called average investor. The
Commission has also used the size of the
entity as the determinant for some
reporting requirements; segmented
reporting and replacement cost infor
mation offer examples of differential
reporting.
Auditing Standards Executive Com
mittee (AudSEC).
During the 1970s the demand for the
CPA’s services and the expectations of
users have grown at an ever-increasing
rate. The Penn Central bankruptcy and
other spectacular business failures have
focused attention on the performance of
the accounting profession. Court cases
have zeroed in on auditing and repor
ting standards. The profession’s
response was an outpouring of rules,
principles, and standards directed
toward the auditing and presentation of
financial data. Still, the majority of the
rules and regulations have dealt with
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GAAP and auditing standards
applicable to problems of large entities
whose securities are traded on regulated
exchanges.
Literature and standards dealing with
unaudited financial statements have
been scarce. In 1949 SAP No. 23,
“Clarification of Accountant’s Report
when Opinion is Omitted” was issued. A
lapse of eighteen years followed before
the issuance of SAP No. 23,
“Unaudited Financial Statements.”
Both statements were directed toward
clearly identifying audited and un
audited statements but gave little
guidance with respect to the service
rendered.
In 1972 the AICPA appointed a task
force to study the problems of un
audited statements. (The 1136 Tenants
case triggered attention to the need for
such a study.) Three years later the
“Guide for Engagements of CPAs to
Prepare Unaudited Financial
Statements” was issued. The provisions
of SAP Nos. 23 and 38 became Section
516 of SAS No. 1 “Codification of
Auditing Standards and Procedures”
issued in 1971. Changes since then are
SAS Nos. 10 and 13, but they were
issued to guide and establish procedures
and reporting standards for the perfor
mance of a limited review whose pur
pose was designed primarily for public
entities for which the auditor performed
an audit of annual financial statements.

Accounting and Review Services
Committee.
The Accounting and Review Services
Committee was established in 1975 as a
subcommittee of AudSEC. William A.
Gregory, the chairman of that com
mittee, writing in the February 1978
Journal of Accountancy states that the
committee was established:
1. to reconsider all aspects of AIC
PA pronouncements applicable to
the association of CPAs with un
audited financial statements, in
cluding participation in prepara
tion of performance of review
procedures for client prepared
statements,
2. to consider appropriate types of
services for such engagements, in
cluding different levels of
assurance, and
3. to develop recommendations and
guidance in this area of practice on
a continuing basis.
In October 1977, the AICPA board of
directors and council designated the
committee a senior technical committee.
As a senior committee it has the authori

ty to issue its own pronouncements and
establish standards concerning the types
of accounting and review services that a
CPA may render in connection with un
audited financial statements of an entity
that is not required to file financial
statements with a regulatory agency in
connection with the public trading of its
securities. Small businesses, usually the
clients of local practitioners, will be the
group most affected by the
pronouncements of this committee.
After two years of research the com
mittee concluded that
1. Auditing and accounting services
are clearly distinguishable, both
conceptually and pragmatically.
2. It is time that users of financial
statements recognize that CPAs
provide valuable services other
than the audit function.
3. Accounting services in connection
with unaudited financial
statements are proper and useful
professional activities for a CPA
and deserve greater recognition.
4. The deluge of SASs has increased
the cost of audits for many clients
and has created a need to consider
lower cost alternatives.
5. The profession needs specific
guidance, primarily in the form of
standards, in providing services of
an accounting and review nature.
The committee perceives three levels
of service that a CPA may perform with
respect to financial statements: compila
tion, review, and audit. In the exposure
draft of its first proposed statement it
deals with compilation and review since
audit is in the purview of AudSEC.
Compilation Service. The committee
envisions that the compilation service
enables the CPA to prepare financial
statements from information furnished
by the client. All of the requirements of
GAAP may not necessarily be met.
Such a service consists of the presenta
tion of information in the form of finan
cial statements and would require that
the CPA obtain certain knowledge of the
accounting practices and principles of
the industry in which the client operates.
The CPA would not be precluded from
performing other services as writeup,
adjusting and closing the books, or all
services that many local practitioners
perform with regularity. Obviously, such
reports should be in appropriate form
and free from obvious material errors. If
the CPA becomes aware that informa
tion submitted in incorrect, additional
data must be obtained. The accoun
tant’s report would contain an explicit

statement of the services performed and
a warning to users as to the responsibili
ty assumed by the accountant.
Review. The objective in a review ser
vice is to achieve limited assurance that
no material modifications are needed in
order for the statements to be in com
pliance with GAAP or other regulatory
standards. Such a review would differ
from a compilation in that no assurance
would be contemplated in a compilation
service. The review for compliance
would differ from an audit in that no
basis for expressing an opinion would
be provided; the procedures required for
the two would be substantially different.
The accountant’s report would state
1. that a review has been performed
in accordance with standards
promulgated by the AICPA,
2. that a review is substantially less in
scope than an audit and, accor
dingly, an opinion is not ex
pressed on a review.
3. that the information included in
the financial statements is the
representation of the entity’s
management or owners, and
4. whether the CPA is aware of any
material modifications that
should be made to the financial
statements.
Accounting Standards Executive
Committee (AcSEC).
“CPAs and small businessmen have
been wondering when, if ever, the
Financial Accounting Standards Board
will recognize that differences in ac
counting rules.”2 The Metcalf staff
report observed that over one-half of
this country’s manufacturing, trade and
retail sales are produced by businesses
not listed on the New York or American
stock exchanges. Yet, with few excep
tions, the majority of the accounting
principles are intended to meet the re
quirements of publicly owned enter
prises and are irrelevant to the needs of
smaller businesses. The copious ad
ditional accounting principles and
reporting requirements mean that small
business must bear excessive ad
ministrative and accounting costs to
comply with the irrelevant rules.
“Little GAAP” Committee Report.
In 1974 the accounting standards divi
sion of AICPA created a committee to
study the application of GAAP for
small and/or closely held entities. The
committee was dubbed the “Little
GAAP” committee. It was formed in
response to widespread sentiment
within the profession that the applica
tion of accounting principles uniformly

to both large and small entities resulted
in an unnecessary burden to both small
business clients and the practitioners
who serve them. In March 1975 a discus
sion paper was issued that contained
basic questions concerning the
differences in the application of GAAP:
(1) Are there any differences? (2) If so,
on what basis should different
applications be determined? (3) What
differences would be appropriate?, and
(4) What impact would the differences
have on the independent CPA?
After a comment period in August
1976, the “Little GAAP” committee
issued its report in which it concluded
that “there is strong support within the
profession as a whole for reconsidera
tion of present practices with respect to
the application of generally accepted ac
counting principles to the financial
statements of smaller and/or closely
held businesses and with respect to stan
dards for reports of CPAs on such
statements.”
The report was submitted by AcSEC
to the FASB. Since AcSEC does not
have the authority to modify GAAP the
committee conclusions were presented
in the form of recommendations.
Financial Accounting Standards
Board (FASB).
The majority of the standards issued
by the FASB have assumed that there
are no material differences in the
decision-making processes of those who
use the financial statements of smaller
or privately held enterprises and those
who use the statements of publicly held
companies. In a speech to the Indiana
Association of CPAs in May 1977
Marshall Armstrong, then Chairman of
the FASB, addressed some of the
problems of the FASB’s impact on small
businesses.3 He recognized that clients
may resent having to pay for the
assembly of information and review of
data which is irrelevant to their needs.
The “Little GAAP’ report proposal that
“the FASB should develop criteria for
distinguishing between the disclosures
which should be required in the
statements of all entities, and those
which merely provide additional or
analytical data and thus might not be
necessary” offered, in Mr. Armstrong’s
opinion, an intriguing approach which
merits thorough consideration by those
involved in the standard-setting process.
Mr. Armstrong may have been
prescient, or have had privileged
knowledge. An Exposure Draft issued
February 27 by the FASB proposes
amendment of APB Opinion No. 15 and

....the FASB has already begun
to distinguish between entities
to which GAAP will apply.

FASB Statement No. 14, to suspend
reporting of earnings per share and seg
ment information by nonpublic enter
prises.
AICPA.
At the annual meeting in September
1977, the AICPA’s council approved a
plan establishing a division of firm
membership within the Institute. The
firm memberships are divided into two
sections: a SEC practice section and a
private companies practice section.
Firms are eligible for membership, on a
voluntary basis, in either or both sec
tions. Firms joining either section will
be subject to stiff regulation. Creation
of the firm membership responds to
Congressional concerns about the
profession’s ability to regulate itself.
Prior to this the only class of
membership was for individuals. The
membership requirements are shown on
page ten.
The objectives of the SEC practice
section are to achieve the following:
1. Improve the quality of practice by
CPA firms before the Securities and
Exchange Commission through the es
tablishment of practice requirements
for member firms.
2. Establish and maintain an effective
system of self-regulation of member
firms by means of mandatory peer
reviews, required maintenance of ap
propriate quality controls and the im
position of sanctions for failure to
meet membership responsibilities.
3. Enhance the effectiveness of the sec
tion’s regulatory system through the
monitoring and evaluation activities of
an independent oversight board com
posed ofpublic members.
4. Provide a forum for development of
technical information relating to SEC
practice.
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REQUIREMENTS
IN THE AICPA

Individual
Those who are in possession of valid
CPA certificates, and who have passed
an examination in accounting and other
related subjects satisfactory to the
Board of Directors.
Firm-SEC Practice Section.
Eligibility and Admission of
Members. All CPA firms are eligible for
membership even though they may not
practice before the SEC. A written
application, agreeing to abide by all of
the requirements for membership, ac
companied by requested firm informa
tion for the most recent fiscal year must
be submitted to the section.
Requirements of members. Member
firms shall be obligated to abide by the
following:
1. Ensure that a majority of all firm
members, resident in the U.S., eligi
ble for AICPA membership belong
to AICPA.
2. Adhere to quality control stan
dards established by the AICPA.
3. Submit to peer reviews of the firm’s
accounting and audit practice every
three years or at other times when
requested.
4. Ensure that all firm professionals
resident in the U.S. participate inat
least 40 hours of continuing educa
tion annually.
5. Rotate partner in charge on audit
assignments.
6. Require that a partner other than
the audit partner in charge review
all audit reports for an SEC
registrant.
7. File designated information each
fiscal year for the U.S. firm.
8. Maintain prescribed types and
amounts of accountant’s liability
insurance.

The objectives of the private com
panies practice section are to achieve the
following:
1. Improve the quality of services by
CPA firms to private companies
through the establishment ofpractice
requirements for member firms.
2. Establish and maintain an effective
system of self-regulation of member
firms by means of mandatory peer
reviews, required maintenance of
appropriate quality controls and the
imposition of sanctions for failure to
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FOR

MEMBERSHIP

(SUMMARIZED)

9. Limit its scope of Management
Advisory services (MAS).
. Report annually on the fees from
10
MAS, and the types of services
rendered, to representatives of
each SEC audit client.
. Report on disagreements with
11
management to representatives of
each SEC audit client.
. Pay dues and abide by regulations
12
of the section.
Firm-Private Companies Practice
Section.
Eligibility and Admission of
Members. All CPA firms are eligible for
membership in the section. A written
application, agreeing to abide by all the
requirements of membership, accom
panied by requested non-financial infor
mation must be submitted to the sec
tion.
Requirements of Members. Member
firms shall be obligated to abide by the
following:
1. Ensure that a majority of firm
members residing in the United
States, and holding CPAs, are
members of the Institute.
2. Adhere to quality control
standards established by the
AICPA.
3. Submit to peer reviews of the
firm’s accounting and audit
practice every three years or at
other times when requested.
4. Ensure that all firm professionals,
resident in the U.S., participate in
at least 40 hours of continuing
education annually.
5. Maintain prescribed types and
amounts of accountant’s liability
insurance.
6. Pay dues and abide by regulations
of the section.

meet membership responsibilities.
3. Provide a better means for member
firms to make known their views on
professional matters, including the es
tablishment of technical standards.

The reader will note that requirements
numbers one and two of each class of
membership are almost identical. The
November 1977 Journal of Accountan
cy contains a description of the
organizational structure of the two sec
tions.
The means for self-regulation of the

SEC practice section are: mandatory
peer reviews, sanctions of firms, man
datory rotation of audit engagement
partners, public reporting of certain
firm information, and monitoring of the
activities of the section by a public over
sight board. The private companies
practice section provides for greater
recognition of the different needs of
smaller businesses in standard setting
and gives local and regional firms a
greater voice within the AICPA.
Council’s action in establishing a divi
sion for firms has been challenged by a
small group of members. A suit has been
filed in the New York State Supreme
Court, by eighteen members from
eleven states, which seeks an injunction
against further implementation of the
program until it is submitted to the
membership for vote. (The CPA Letter,
January 23, 1978.) The plaintiffs allege
that the establishment of the division for
firms exceeded the authority of council.
Their complaint is grounded in the
theory that new classes of membership
have been created and that only the
membership can approve new classes of
Conclusions.
There is significant duality within the
profession: The SEC distinguished
between public and non-public entities;
there are two senior technical com
mittees of the AICPA, one setting
auditing standards and another for un
audited statements; AICPA firm
membership is divided into two sections
— SEC practice and private companies
practice; and, the FASB has already
begun to distinguish between entities
to which GAAP will apply. It is hoped
that the Senate Committee on
Governmental Affairs will conclude
that the SEC practice section, with over
sight from the SEC, satisfies the Metcalf
report demand for an organization of
accounting firms that will be capable of
“establishing and enforcing minimum
standards of auditor performance and
behavior which will satisfy the need for
independent assurance that corporate
financial reports fairly reflect corporate
activities.”
FOOTNOTES

1John C. Burton, “The Organization of the
Public Accounting Profession,” The National
Public Accountant, November 1974.
2Charles Chazen and Benjamin Benson, “Fit
ting GAAP to Smaller Businesses,” The Journal
of Accountancy, February 1978.
3Marshall S. Armstrong, “The Impact of FASB
Statements on Small Businesses,”The Journal of
Accountancy, August 1977.
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A perusal of the recent accounting
literature indicates that statistical
sampling remains a topic of significant
interest to the profession. Why the
continuing interest? As we know, the
accountant as a decision-maker utilizes
imperfect (i.e. sample) information, and
such information normally arises
through either statistical or
judgemental sampling. The principal
advantage of statistical sampling is that
the auditor is permitted to evaluate
objectively the precision of the sample
estimates and to demonstrate the basis
for confidence in the tests. Judgmental
sampling does not afford such
objectivity.1
In light of the above, one is not
surprised to find that an increasing
number of accountants are users of
statistical sampling techniques.
However, the majority of users are
employing only the more elementary
procedures. For example, in a recent

survey of practicing Certified Public
Accountants, it was found that fewer
than one-half of the users utilized
stratified sampling and barely one
fourth use ratio estimation.
Nonetheless, applications of the latter
appear to be successful, since 94 percent
of users consider the technique useful.2
Why then is the ratio estimate not
more widely used? In many instances it
offers striking gains in precision over
the more common mean-per-unit
estimate, and its application is straight
forward and requires only the simple
random sampling procedure.
Insufficient understanding may be the
major reason for lack of use.3 This
paper will review the concept of the
ratio estimate. Problem characteristics
of when it is superior (more precise)
than the mean-per-unit estimate and a
case illustration are also given. The
reader with a basic knowledge of simple
random sampling and the estimation
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concepts of precision and reliability is
sufficiently prepared to understand and
apply the ratio estimate.4 Statistical
sampling concepts presented in this
paper are applicable to the auditors’
decisions in a variety of areas, including
inventory valuations and bad debt
estimations. Many accountants will
find that the ratio estimate is
appropriate for use in complying with
SEC requirements for reporting
replacement costs.
The Mean-Per-Unit and
Ratio Estimators
Suppose the accountant desires to
estimate the total value of some
population, the definition of the
population being, of course, a
prerogative of the accountant (e.g.,
expense account vouchers for May in
excess of $100.00). Then, a random
sample of size n could be drawn from
the population,and a point estimate of
the population total would be given by
(see Table 1 for notation):

T1 = NY
If precision limits were desired, they
would be given by:

T1 ± U x SE(T1)
where U is the standard normal deviate
corresponding to the reliability deemed
appropriate by the accountant. The
standard error of the estimate is given
by:

SE(T1) =

x S2 x N-n
nN

where the sample variance, s2, is
defined:

s2 = E(Yi-Y)2

n-1
When employing the ratio estimator,
the accountant obtains two values from
each item selected in the sample: (1) a
value of the primary variable, Y, whose
population total, Ty, is the quantity to
be estimated, and (2) a value of the
auxiliary variable, X, which is a variable
correlated with Y and whose population
total, Tx, is known. For example, Y
could be the valuation of an inventory
item under LIFO and X the valuation of
the same item under FIFO. Then, the
desired quantity is an estimate of total
inventory value under LIFO; we assume
that the total valuation under FIFO is
known and that the item valuations

under LIFO (Y) and FIFO (X) would be
correlated.
The ratio estimate of the total is given
by:

population site

N

n

sample size

^i

value of the primary variable for the ith
observation
value of the auxiliary variable for the 1th
observation

and the standard error of this
estimate is:

The ratio estimated is so named because
the ratio of Y to X is used to “adjust” the
known population total of X to obtain
an estimate of the population total of Y.
We reiterate that the sampling
procedure to obtain either T1 or T2 is
identical: simple random. Further, the
computational burden of the latter is
not substantially greater, especially if
electronic calculators or, preferably,
computers are utilized when n is large.
Comparing Precision
Since on occasion the accountant
may have choice of estimators to
employ, which should be chosen? One
should choose the estimate with the
greater precision; guidelines are
discussed below which indicate the
proper choice. Before comparing
precision of the two estimates, however,
it should be pointed out that ratio
estimation can lead to biased estimates,
while the mean-per-unit estimate
always yields an unbiased estimate. (i.e.,
the expectation of T1 is Ty.) However,
the bias associated with the ratio
estimate decreases with increasing
sample size,5 and will be negligible with
the sample sizes generally required in
auditing6 and certain management
accounting applications.
To ascertain which estimate would be
more precise without resorting to
complex rules, one may follow the
suggestion of Cochran:

sample mean of the primary variable

Y
^1

mean-per-unit estimate of total (Y)

T2

ratio estimate of

SE(T1)

standard error of T1

SE(T2)

standard error of

TX

population total of the auxiliary variable

total (Y)

T2

finite population correction

fpc

Table I
Symbolic Notation to be Employed

intersects the origin and if the
dispersion of the points about the line
increases from left to right, the ratio
estimate is indicated as the proper
choice.
When the auxiliary and primary
variables are measurements made on
the same item at different points in time
or using different processes (e.g. the
value of an inventory item under LIFO
and FIFO), the selection of the ratio
estimate is indicated if the correlation
coefficient between X and Y is greater
than 0.5. The correlation coefficient is

easily computed on electronic
calculators or using a “canned”
computer program. With experience
one will likely recognize estimation
problems calling for the ratio estimate.
The gain in precision through use of
the ratio estimate may be striking or
marginal. Arkin gives an example
where the width of the confidence
interval using the mean-per-unit is
approximately nine times the width of
the confidence interval for Ty using the
ratio estimate.8 In other problems, as in
the following example, the gains may be
slight.

PRIMARY
VARIABLE

When we are trying to decide what
kind of estimate to use, a graph in
which Y1 is plotted against Xi is
helpful. If this graph shows the
relation is a straight line through the
origin and if the variance ofthe points
Yi about the line seem to increase
proportionally to Xi, the ratio
estimate will be hard to beat.7

In other words, plot the sample
observations (if desired using a small
preliminary sample) as shown in the
scatter diagram of Figure 1. If a line
passing through the center of the data

AUXILIARY VARIABLE
FIGURE 1: Scatter Diagram of Data Where
Ratio Estimate Would be Optimal
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Many accountants will find that
the ratio estimate is ap
propriate for complying with
SEC requirements for reporting
replacement costs.

Case Illustration
In 1975, the current owners of a
finance company, say Beta Finance,
sued the previous owners in an attempt
to recover a portion of the purchase
price. One of the major elements of the
case was a determination of the total
liquidating value of the company’s
portfolio of loans. The plaintiffs
attorney sought assistance from one of
the authors in this paper in developing a
sampling plan and statistical estimate
that would be acceptable in a court of
law.
The total number of accounts in the
loan portfolio of Beta Finance was
5262; the total book value was over $12
million with individual accounts having

a book value ranging from a few dollars
to $449,468.50. However, two account
categories (having 146 accounts) were
exempted from study. Examination of
the remaining accounts suggested
creation of two strata with a book value
of: (1) more than $7500 and (2) $7500
or less. The first strata, consisting of 93
accounts, would be subjected to a 100%
verification, and thus no sampling error
would be involved in this segment of the
investigation. The second strata then
constituted the population to be
sampled. Table 2 illustrates the analysis
thus far.
The liquidating value of the loans was
to be determined by a financial expert.
Of course the process of pulling the
individual loans, examining various
facets thereof, and establishing a
liquidating value is quite laborious; for
this reason a census of the entire loan
portfolio was impractical. Based on a
preliminary sample of thirty
observations, consideration of time
constraints, and the attorney’s rather
liberal precision requirements, a sample
of 191 observations was randomly
selected from the population of 5023.
The financial expert then established a
liquidating value for each(Yi); the book
value (Xi) was readily available.
Prior to the acquisition of the data,
the estimation problem was thought to
be an ideal application of the ratio
estimate. A priori, it was thought that
book and liquidating values would be
highly correlated with a linear
relationship through the origin.
However, the portfolio was of such
dubious and varied quality that the
correlation was quite low.

The computation of both the meanper-unit and ratio estimates and their
standard errors was quite straight
forward and easy using a “canned”
program. The data was punched (some
two hundred cards most of which,
however, used only a few columns) in
less than an hour, and processed using
the SAS package.9 Computer time cost
was less than two dollars, and yielded
the various summations necessary for
“plugging in” (e.g. Y, Y2, etc.). The
resultant computations yielded:

T1 = 561,024
T2 = 542,379

SE(T1) = 176,863

SE(T2) = 166,895
Using either point estimate, the
estimated liquidation value was far
below the stated book value of over $9
million. While this estimate appears
suspicious, it was later determined that
customers with accounts having a book
value of nearly $8 million had made no
payments in at least sixteen months.
The financial expert noted in his report:

Number of Accounts
Entire Portfolio
Less: Excluded Accounts

The company did not alternate the
men with the dealers and close
personal relationships developed
between the dealers and the credit
check men responsible for rejections
or acceptance of the notes offered by
the dealers. Original judgment on the
passing of credit on these remaining

Total Book Value

5262
146

$12,010,568.24
378,611.32

Portfolio of Current Interest
Less: Accounts with book value 7500

5116
__ 93

$11,631,956.92
2,441,857.61

Population to be sampled

5023

$9,190,099.31

TABLE 2: Description of the Sampling Problem for
Beta Finance Portfolio
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loans was very bad. The value of the
properties was not determined before
the loan was made, the courthouse
records were not checked to
determine title status or what was
against the property, bad credit
reports were ignored and verification
of work completed was nil... The
accounts have very poor pay records,
little equity exists in the security and
in most cases the security is gone, the
bulk of the accounts being paid on are
collections by attorneys and
collection agencies.

It was reassuring to the attorney,
though not of statistical import, to note
that if the sample were used to estimate
the book value of the portfolio (using
the mean-per-unit estimator NX), the
point estimate was $9,505,876. This
point estimate is in error by 3.44 per
cent from the known book value.
As indicated earlier, the ratio
estimate in this instance is only
marginally better than the meanper-unit estimate because of the weak
correlation between X and Y. Although
the standard errors seem rather large,
the precision was adequate for the
attorneys’ purpose. In personal
correspondence from one of the
attorneys:
...the principal case...was settled by
their payment of $ 1,000,000.00 cash.
The work you performed in
conjunction with the (financial)
expert in Atlanta provided us with
sufficient fire power to enable us to
stand firm in our demand... Without
your help, we may not have been able
to secure a reliable estimate of the
value...

Conclusions
The ratio estimate can be used to es
timate population totals (or means),
often gaining in precision as compared
to the mean-per-unit estimate. The
sampling procedure, simple random, is
the same for either estimate. In the ratio
method the value of an auxiliary
variable, as well as the primary variable,
are obtained for each sample observa
tion. The population total of the aux
iliary variable X must be known. In
practice X is usually the value of Y ata
previous time or under a different
process when a census was taken. The
gain in precision is largely dependent
upon the degree of correlation between
X and Y.
The ratio estimate offers one further
advantage: it may be employed when
the total number of items in the
population (N) is unknown. This

property of the ratio estimate has
considerable utility in accounting
applications.4
*6810 In contrast, the
mean-per-unit estimate, T1 = NY,
requires knowledge of N.
Statistical sampling continues to gain
popularity in the accounting profession
primarily because of its objectivity. It is
more readily defensible than
judgmental sampling, an important
consideration in the legal arena.11

One of the
best known
accountants
doesn't do
accounting.
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Internal Revenue Audit
To Refer, or Not To Refer
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The giant firms in certified public audit procedures. An audit poses no real
accounting have staffs of thousands; problem for that type of firm; it is
departments specializing in auditing, handled by the experts routinely.
The small firm is not in that same en
small business, management advisory
services and taxation; specialists with viable position of summoning the staff
unique training in each area; and exten expert. Generally, there is not a
sive sophisticated research facilities specialist for Internal Revenue Service
examinations. Contrary to general
readily accessible.
In contrast to that array, the small feelings, the return itself, which has been
practitioner in public accounting is prepared according to Section 10.22 of
generally the sole specialist working the Treasury Department Circular No.
with only one or two employees and 230 (which states that the certified
public accountant is required to exercise
limited resources.
In such divergent structures similar due diligence in preparing the tax
services are requested and performed. return), is not what determines whether
The approach to handling these requests to refer or not to refer.
The preparing firm has the choice of
for services obviously has to be
different. A common problem that representing the client or referring that
clients present to each type of certified client to another certified public
public accounting firm is the handling of accounting firm. To prevent numerous
the Internal Revenue audit of a tax headaches, this decision should be made
before preparing the return and setting
return.
A large certified public accounting the fee for the client. An engagement
firm when presented with this request letter should be drawn up spelling out
has a tax department, a tax counsel or a the fee for the return and stating
staff member who is familiar with the whether that fee entitles the client to
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audit representation at a subsequent
time. The engagement letter should also
state whether the preparer actually will
represent the client in case of an audit.
Plausible reasons for not handling the
audit phase of tax work can then be
given immediately so the client’s con
fidence can be maintained.
The advantages of handling the audit
are (a) as the preparer, all background
information and reasons for the listed
figures are known or readily accessible
on working papers which saves much
time and money, and (b) the handling of
the examination effectively instills in the
client further confidence in the firm.
The advantages of referring the audit
phase to another firm are (a) the client
will be receiving better representation
from a firm that is a specialist in this
area, and (b) the referring practitioners
can pick up techniques and knowledge
to enable them to handle their own
audits in the future. The disadvantages
or fears of possibly losing the client and
having the credibility of the firm
questioned can be overcome by es
tablishing the firm’s policy in initial in
terviews with new clients.
Considering advantages and disad
vantages, should the small practitioner
who prepares a tax return then represent
the client in discussions with, or the
audit conducted by, the Internal
Revenue Service? The following criteria
should be considered.
Should A Certified Public Accounting
Firm Handle Its Own Audit?
Yes, the small firm should handle the
audit if:
(1) The firm is familiar with Internal
Revenue Service audit procedures
and what an agent looks for.
(2) The firm has successfully
represented clients with the Internal
Revenue Service in the past and has
developed techniques of audit
success.
(3) The certified public accountant’s
personality is not abrasive.
(4) The certified public accountant has
an understanding of behavioral
techniques.
(5) The firm has experience in “gray
areas.”
No, the small firm should not handle
the audit if:
(1) The firm has never handled an audit
before.
(2) The firm has handled an audit in the
past which generated adverse results
for the client.
(3) The firm has so little experience that
they have no “Audit Theory”

developed.
(4) The firm is on the “red flag” list for
poor tax return preparers.
In small certified public accounting
firms it is apparent that for the first few
years referral is the preferable techni
que. After that, the firm develops its
own audit philosophy and techniques.
The most practical techniques that seem
to be employed are listed as follows:
Six Techniques Of
Audit Success
Know Your Agent
The first area of concern is the assign
ed Internal Revenue Agent. The agent
has been through an intensive tax train
ing course and has pored continually
over the Internal Revenue Service
published guidelines for audits, but the
agent still has no uniform auditing stan
dards for application in each case. The
agent’s personality and favorite areas of
investigation will determine the thrust
of the examination. When an audit is
scheduled, the agent’s identity is known.
By previous exposure to that agent or by
query of other practitioners, it is not dif
ficult to evaluate the agent and deter
mine that a target area of interest is,
such as inventory or promotion. It is
well to remember that the revenue agent
looks for conformity with the Internal
Revenue Code and its regulations, cor
rect interpretation of the Code by the
preparer, and documentary proof by the
taxpayer of the amounts on his return.
Gain Client’s Confidence
If a client is referred to another firm
for the Internal Revenue Service audit,
the referring firm has the responsibility
of explaining the special qualifications
of the certified public accountant who
will be handling the audit. A conference
should be arranged among the two firms
and the client so that all the information
about the return is available. The Inter
nal Revenue agent can then ask no sur
prise questions. The inability to answer
shakes credibility and confidence, and
generally leads to more extensive in
vestigation by the agent.
Ask for Agenda
By obtaining from the agent a written
list of the records and documentation
that need to be assembled, the
accountant can more efficiently handle
the examination. It is also helpful to
secure a list of the questions that the In
ternal Revenue agent wants the client to
answer. Since the client is paying for
representation, he or she is not in
terested in spending the time necessary
to be present at the examination, being
asked a question that cannot be

answered immediately, and going back agent and the client. The tax return is
to the audit site after the answer is ob primarily the client’s responsibility and
tained. Expedite this phase by im represents that client’s operations for
pressing upon the agent that the list of the tax period. Although it is true that
questions will save everyone time and whatever decisions have been made on
allow the examination to be conducted the return are the client’s, decisions were
made without anticipation of or
more efficiently
familiarity with the audit process. If a
Cooperate Fully
(a) Answer every question asked, but conference is required the client should
only that question. Never volunteer be briefed as to procedure and probable
more information than asked for.
questions, and accompanied to the con
Actual Example:
ference by the accountant.
A client maintained a house in
If good rapport exists between prac
Florida and a yacht for entertainment titioner and agent the latter is more like
purposes. The agent came across the ly to disclose some possible area that
house expense and asked, “What is might be beneficial for the client to
this?”
research, or to grant a no-change audit if
Client’s response, “I have to entertain it is merited rather than continually
lavishly because I sell to large chain seeking ways to fight back. The agent
stores that buy from $200,000 to $600,- may also make constructive suggestions
000 at a time. They expect to be wined for preparing future tax returns.
and dined.”
Stand Firm On
Several subjects and one hour later. Gray Areas
Agent: “What car expense is this?”
The certified public accountant, in
Client: “We have two cars; the one I preparing the tax return, is serving as a
drive for business is this expense you’re tax advisor. The primary responsibility
looking at. The other car isn’t even in of that advisory position is to see that
this state, my wife keeps it in Florida.” the client pays the correct amount of
Agent: “Why?”
tax, but no more than that. The AICPA
Client: “She lives at the house most of Statements on Responsibilities in Tax
the time.”
Practice No. 10.02 states: “A CPA may
That extra item of information open take a position contrary to a specific sec
ed up an extensive audit of the house tion of the IRC where there is
entertainment area which had been reasonable support for this position.”
accepted previously.
In this area the certified public ac
(b) Give whatever records are ask countant’s responsibility is to defend
ed for, but only those required. and explain the rationale for the item
Although many practitioners do not being questioned. The agent has ample
agree with this approach and believe in authority to compromise in most gray
passive resistance, there are several regions. It is important to keep an eye on
reasons why cooperation appears to be practicality in any such defense because
the more effective attitude. If the cer the point can be reached very quickly
tified public accountant or client does where the cost outweighs the benefit for
not cooperate, the agent through other a specific questioned item.
methods will obtain the records anyway, Guard Your Reputation
along with other items that were not re
Nothing is more important to the
quired. The lack of cooperation will professional than reputation. If tax
produce for the agent the human-nature returns have gone through numerous
reaction of antagonism. Mutual an examinations with glaring and flagrant
tagonism perpetuates the audit, ac errors the Internal Revenue Service
cumulating immense amounts of time flags the name of the preparer.
which creates an unreasonable and un Thereafter, all returns by that preparer
necessary fee for the client. Ethically, are scrutinized carefully with a larger
overbilling should be controlled by probability of audit.
handling a routine audit effectively.
Just as practitioners discuss agents,
agents
discuss practitioners. The esteem
(c) Be truthful in all replies.
or
regard
that is held for the preparer
Evasiveness generates more thorough
investigation and open up the problem certainly sets the stage for the audit.
Once the firm decides to handle its
of credibility. The agent will then ex
pand the size of the examination to own Internal Revenue Service audits, a
cover all areas on the tax return. To review of the “Six Techniques of Audit
destroy credibility destroys the effec Success” may prove helpful, and should
tiveness of the accounting practitioner. lead to efficient audit handling at
(d) Avoid a conference between the minimal cost to both client and firm.
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Advertising — Yes/No
The Opinions Behind The Vote

The study was undertaken in an effort
to provide information that may be
useful in developing new professional
guidelines. In addition, an attempt was
made in the analysis of the data to deter
mine if certain demographic factors
such as age or the size of the city in
which a person works influence at
titudes on advertising.
The Study
During November, 1976, a pretested
questionnaire was mailed to 380 CPAs
licensed to practice in the State of In
diana. The sample was randomly
selected from the register of CPAs
published by the Indiana State Board of
Accountancy. The survey instrument
was composed of Likert-type statements
and requested the respondents to in
dicate their degree of agreement or dis
agreement on a six-point scale, from
“strongly agree” to “strongly disagree.”
Of the 380 questionnaires mailed, 189
usable responses were received,
resulting in a 49.7 percent response.
Demographic Profile of Respondents

Terry L. Arndt, CPA, Ph.D., is Associate
Professor of Accounting at Ball State
University, Muncie, Indiana. He holds
memberships in AAA, NAA, American
Finance Association, the Financial Analysts
Federation, and AICPA.

George F. Hanks, DBA, is Associate
Professor of Accounting at Ball State
University, Muncie, Indiana. He is a
member of AAA, NAA, and the Planning
Executives Institute.

In February, 1978, members of the such as pharmacy and medicine and it
American Institute of Certified Public appears that an inquiry into the adver
Accountants were asked to vote on tising ban on accountantsis imminent.2
amendments to the Institute’s bylaws
According to a March 25,1977, Wall
and Code of Professional Ethics. The Street Journal article, the FTC will
Board of Directors urged adoption of launch an investigation of the nation’s
the proposals covered by the referen state boards of accountancy and ac
dum, including modification of the ban counting associations to determine if
on advertising, as demonstration to they are responsible for restriction of
critics that the accounting profession is competition.3 The same article reports
resolved to correct perceived deficien that the Justice Department has filed
suit challenging Texas regulations
cies in conduct.
Many members of the traditional against competitive bidding by ac
professions are currently experiencing counting firms.
troubled times. Their anxiety stems
The purpose of this article is to report
from a barrage of criticism and actions the findings of a study conducted to
by various agencies focusing on several determine the attitudes of Certified
practices heretofore considered to be Public Accountants toward advertising
cornerstones of professional conduct.1 their services. Three specific areas in
A particular area receiving much atten vestigated within this overall topic were
tion has been the ban on advertising. the attitudes of CPAs concerning (1) in
The Justice Department and the Federal stitutional advertising, (2) individual
Trade Commission (FTC) have already firm advertising, and (3) the means and
taken action against several professions extent of individual advertising.
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Prior to examining the findings of the
survey, it may be helpful to outline brief
ly the demographic features of the
respondents. In Table 1 is a summary of
those demographics. Included in the
nonpublic group were an attorney, a
bank officer, teachers, and all others not
in public accounting. A local firm was
defined as one having two or more
partners (as well as individual prac
titioners) but one where the respondent
did not consider the firm to be classified
as regional. Three respondents did not
designate their employment category.
The CPAs were asked to indicate
their job title which was used to classify
respondents according to job level. Job
Group 1 comprised those persons with
job titles such as “President,”
“Owner,” “Partner,” and “Controller.”
Group 2 included respondents with jobs
ranking just below those in Group 1.
Generally, they are persons having some
supervisory responsibility and include
“Secretary-Treasurer,” “Manager,” and
“Assistant Controller.” Group 3 con
sists of lower ranking employees such as
“staff accountants” and “cost accoun
tants.” Group 4 was composed of facul
ty. Thirteen respondents failed to in
dicate their job title.
In summarizing this demographic
data, several generalizations may be
made. Over 50 percent of the
respondents are under forty-five years
of age, certified ten years or less and
from cities with a population of over

100,000. Almost half of the respondents
are in local practice and approximately
three-fourths are in high-level job

positions such as partner, president,
owner, or controller.
These generalizations are important

when viewing overall responses since the
demographic factors may have a biasing
effect on the results.

Table 1
Demographic Factors

Employment
%

Nonpublic

Age

Job Level

36.0

%
Group 1

68.8

%

35 and below

City Size

Years Certified
%

(000s)

%

33.9

31.2

10 and below

50.8

500 - 1,000

National and
Regional Public 14.8

Group 2

17.4

36-45

28.6

11 -20

19.0

250 - 500

0

Local Public

47.6

Group 3

3.2

46-55

24.3

21 - 30

13.8

100 - 250

28.0

No Response

1.6

Group 4

3.7

over 55

14.3

over 30

4.2

50 - 100

6.3

No Response

6.9

No Response

12.2

25-50

6.9

100.0

100.0

1.6

No Response

100.0

100.0

below 25

No Response

24.3

.6
100.0

Overall Attitudes
Attitudes of the respondents as a
whole can be summarized in the three
main areas that the study focused upon.
The first of those areas was institutional
advertising. Respondents were asked to

indicate their degree of agreement or
disagreement with the statement “The
American Institute of CPAs should
sponsor nationwide advertising (or
public relations) activities to bring to the
public’s attention the services provided

by CPAs.” The questionnaire contained
a similar statement concerning state
wide activities by state associations. The
data in Table 2 shows that a large ma
jority of the CPAs in the study agree
with institutional activities.

Table 2

Attitudes Toward Institutional Advertising

AICPA Advertising

Strongly Agree
Agree
Somewhat Agree
Somewhat Disagree
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

State Association Advertising

%

%

36.0
36.5
14.8
1.1
7.4
4.2

31.7
31.2
16.4
3.2
12.2
5.3

100.0

100.0
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or individual advertising. However,
even though a majority indicated dis
agreement, it is interesting that a sizable
portion (approximately 30 percent)
does not object to the practice.
In view of recent activities by the FTC
and the Justice Department, the fun
damental question may soon be one of
dealing with the nature and extent of
advertising activities. For example,
Table 3

Results on the question of individual
firm advertising were the reverse of the
above although not quite as overwhelm
ing. The statement presented to the
respondents was “CPAs in public prac
tice either as individuals or firms should
be allowed to engage in advertising ac
tivities.” The responses indicate that
almost 70 percent of the CPAs respon
ding disagree to some extent with firm

should the profession establish
guidelines in an effort to govern the con
tent of advertising activities? The CPAs
in this study felt strongly on this topic.
Eighty-four percent of them agree to
some extent that advertisements should
be limited to announcing the services
they provide. Almost 88 percent dis
agree with the advertisement of fees
(Table 3).

Attitudes on Content of Advertising

Limited to Services

Strongly Agree
Agree
Somewhat Agree
Somewhat Disagree
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
No Response

On the related question of advertising
media, the study participants were
asked to express their opinion on the use
of five media assuming CPAs were
allowed to advertise. The five choices
were “yellow page ‘block’ ads,”

Advertising of Fees

%
22.8
45.5
15.3
3.7
7.9
4.2
.5

%
2.6
4.8
4.8
7.4
30.2
49.7
.5

100.0

100.0

“newspaper ads,” “billboards,” “radio
ads,” and “T.V. ads.” The most pop
ular of the choices provided was yellow
page “block” ads with approximately 69
percent agreeing. Next was newspaper
ads with 45.5 percent in agreement

followed by radio ads and T.V. ads with
13.7 percent and 13.2 percent respective
ly. The most unpopular means of adver
tising was billboard ads with only 2 per
cent agreeing to any extent and 68 per
cent disagreeing (Table 4).

Table 4
Attitudes on Advertising Media
Yellow Page
Strongly Agree
Agree
Somewhat Agree
Somewhat Disagree
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
No Response

In summary, the CPAs participating
in this study strongly favor institutional
advertising by the AICPA and state
associations but disagree with in
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Newspaper

%

Billboard

Radio

T.V.

%
10.6
34.9
23.3
3.7
12.2
15.3

5.3
14.3
25.9
6.9
19.6
28.0

%
1.1
.5
.5
6.3
23.3
67.7
.5

%
2.6
2.1
9.0
5.3
24.3
56.1
.5

%
2.6
1.6
9.0
3.7
25.4
57.1
.5

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

dividual firm advertising. If CPAs are
allowed to advertise, the respondents
feel that advertisements should not con
tain fees but be limited to the announce

ment of services. Finally, this announce
ment should be made in the yellow pages
or in newspaper ads but definitely not
on billboards.

not useful in this portion of the study;
therefore, two particular ones were
A related factor investigated in this selected because responses were not
study was the possible effect of overwhelming in either direction. Those
demographics on attitudes toward selected were the ones concerning CPAs
advertising. This phase of the investiga in public practice being allowed to
tion was based on the possibility that engage in advertising activities and us
differing circumstances may lead to ing newspaper ads as an advertising
some differences in opinion. For exam medium.
Table five contains the results of
ple, a young CPA attempting to es
tablish a practice may be more inclined these analyses. The percentages
to favor some degree of advertising than presented for each category represent
an older practitioner in an established the proportion of respondents in that
practice. Similarly, a CPA employed by category that agreed to some extent
an industrial firm may feel differently (strongly agree, agree, or somewhat
about advertising than his counterpart agree) with the statement under con
sideration. For example, in Table 5,38.2
in public practice.
To deal with this dimension of the percent of the respondents in the non
project, two items from the survey public employment group agree that
questionnaire were selected and analyz CPAs should be allowed to advertise
ed by demographic factors. Items which while 30.1 percent of those in the local
generated little or no disagreement were practitioner category agreed.
Effect of Demographics

With respect to advertising, the data
seem to indicate that CPAs not in public
practice are more favorably disposed
toward the practice than those in public
practice. At the same time, CPAs in
local practice are more in favor of adver
tising than their counterparts in
national and regional firms. Further,
younger respondents generally favored
advertising more than older ones and
those from larger cities more than CPAs
from smaller towns.
The effects of demographics seem to
be less clear on the topic of newspaper
advertisements (assuming that CPAs
are allowed to advertise). The data in
dicates that CPAs not in public practice
and those in lower job levels tend to
favor newspaper advertising to a greater
extent than those in other categories.
Results in the remaining categories are
inconclusive.

Table 5

Advertising by CPAs — Agreement Within Categories

Job Level

Employment

%

%
Nonpublic

38.2

National &
Regional

17.9

Local

30.1

Years Certified

Age

%

City Size

%

(000s)

%

Group 1

26.1

35 and Below

32.2

10 and Below

38.5

500 - 1,000

37.5

Group 2

36.4

36-45

37.1

11-20

27.6

100 - 500

30.2

Group 3

33.4

46-55

28.2

21-30

23.0

50 - 100

24.9

Group 4

42.9

Over 55

18.5

Over 30

0.0

25-50

23.1

Conclusions

This study shows that CPAs respon
ding feel strongly about advertising.
Generally, they are in favor of in
stitutional advertising by the AICPA or
state associations but against individual
firms advertising. They are particularly
opposed to the advertisement of fees.
These findings support the contention
that CPAs do not agree with the past
trend within the profession toward
advertising. Further, the respondents
indicate that they believe some control
should be exercised over advertising
practices.
The analysis of demographic factors
indicates that such factors do have some
influence on attitudes toward adver
tising. Generally, the analysis shows
that those CPAs least likely to be
affected by advertising (nonpublic) and

those that would probably stand to
benefit most (younger, newer CPAs and
those in larger cities) tend to favor the
practice slightly more than others. Con
sequently, the results of this study may
be biased to the extent that the sample
contained a large number of CPAs un
der forty-five years of age as well as 36
percent in nonpublic positions. On the
other hand, about 75 percent of the
respondents hold high level positions, a
factor that may have moderated the
opinions of many who would have
otherwise been more favorably disposed
toward advertising.
The findings presented here all point
to the conclusion that CPAs as a whole
are troubled by the prospect of
professional advertising. Although
variations of opinion exist within the

profession the February referendum
was prudent and timely. Presumably the
endorsement of more lenient attitudes
on advertising would strengthen the
public interest orientation of the
AICPA Code of Professional Ethics.

FOOTNOTES
1“The Troubled Professions,” Business Week,
August 16, 1976, pp. 126-138.
2For example, see: “Justices Clear Competition
Ads for Drug Prices,” Wall Street Journal, May
25, 1976, and “FTC Claims Ban,” Wall Street
Journal, December 23, 1975.

3“FTC to Study State Accountancy Boards,
Groups for Possible Curbs on Competition,” Wall
Street Journal, March 25, 1977.
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With increasing opportunities for
women in supervisory and management
positions, the need for qualified female
managers has grown larger than ever.
Although more young women each year
are choosing college majors leading
toward managerial careers, a gap
appears in management education for
women already in the work force.
Working women in clerical, blue collar
and service professions have been
aroused by the feminist movement.
Women want better jobs, with higher
pay. than has been the case in the past.
Women are discovering their potential
for more responsible positions in their
current fields and are actively seeking
the “ticket” to advancement. Toward
these goals, many working women are
searching for supplementary
educational opportunities which should
help them to advance in their field.
Building on this need, large numbers
of specialized programs in management
education for women are introduced
each year. However, many of these are
traditional, male-oriented development
programs, which fail to consider the
often different needs of women.
Based upon the premise that the re
quirements of each job and the
qualifications and potential of every
manager are different, it follows that
no two individuals have identical
development needs.1 Therefore,
specialized management seminars have
been introduced to meet the needs of
women in management. The purpose of
this article is to study the importance of
the value of management seminars for
women.
The biggest obstacle to a woman who
seeks a management position is the
traditional attitude of both men and
women toward masculine and feminine
roles.

Education
Management Seminars for Women:
Valuable or Not?

Guest Writer:

Editor:
Carole Cheatham, CPA, Ph.D.
Mississippi State University
Mississippi State, Mississippi

twenty-five are now employed outside
the home.3 Many of these women have
career aspirations which cannot be
realized as long as their opportunities
are limited to so-called “women’s jobs,”
which, for the most part, are low-paying
and dead-end.
One survey indicates that at least a
third of all companies have practically
Although there are pressures to engage in no women in management at all.4
feminine role-related activities, there are
relatively few rewardsfor doing so. On the Banks, insurance companies, and
other hand, there are rewards as well as merchandising firms have the most
negative feedback for the woman who female managers, and the larger firms
chooses to pursue occupational achieve are more likely to have a sizeable female
ment in her own right. In a sense, there is managerial component than the smaller
no path that a woman can choose that is as ones. In terms of level, women are most
highly rewarded and relatively conflict- likely to be first-line supervisors or,
free as high occupational achievement is somewhat less frequently, in middle
for a man.2
management; women are almost non
Much has been said about the status existent in top management. There is
of women in business today. Although a also considerable variation among the
third of the current work force is female, different areas of a business, with women
women make up less than five per cent managers most prevalent in general ad
of middle management and less than ministration and production.
two per cent of business executives. Half
Management seminars are those
of the women in the United States who types of organization-sponsored classes
are between the ages of eighteen and aimed at educating supervisory and/or
22/The Woman CPA
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non-supervisory employees above and
beyond the immediate technical re
quirements of jobs.5
One study of objectives in manage
ment seminars found that more than
three-fourths of the 167 United States
firms replying to a questionnaire stated
that their main objective was “to im
prove the performance of all managers
on their present jobs.” The next most
frequently stated objective was “to
prepare selected managers for possible
future promotions.”6
Broadly speaking the purpose of
most, if not all, management seminars is
to increase the organization’s present
and future capability in attaining its
goals. Implicit in the objectives of many
programs is the avoidance of
managerial and employee obsolescence,
a constant danger in a highly com
petitive, changing business world.
Seminars For Women
Many people think women entering
management positions should be train
ed in courses especially designed for
women. New management seminars

designed for training women to be
successful in business careers are com
mon today. Themes such as "women in
middle management”...“women emerg
ing in management”...“success for
women managers”...are just a few topics
from which women may select. Univer
sities and many independent consulting
firms continue to offer a variety of these
programs. It seems apparent, just from
the number of seminars being offered,
that a need for special training for
women exists.
Some of the reasons for having
specially designed seminars for women
is articulated in the literature. Manage
ment Institute offers this explanation,
for example: “This is a seminar that is
designed to hit...with special input and
force...the special problems that women
face as they move into supervisory
management.”7
The explanation goes on to state,
however, that the seminar also attacks
problems that every manager, male or
female, faces. Other seminars offer such
items as helping women see the value of
their skills and abilities in the manage
ment structure, testing these abilities in
a supportive and professional climate,
and exploring women’s biases in work
ing together with other women and male
coworkers. These programs are also
pointedly addressed to women seeking
to move upward in the organization,
women aspiring to more responsible
positions in business, industry and
government and women new to the
management hierarchy.
The Role of Business
The rapid growth of seminars in
management offered by universities
since World War II and their wide
acceptance and encouragement by
business and industry provide further
evidence of the widespread belief in the
management seminar concept.8 In a
recent thirteen-year period, university
executive programs multiplied from
four to more than forty.9
In addition to in-plant and college
campus seminars, many one-day to twoweek seminars are conducted off com
pany property at hotels, resorts, and
elsewhere.
Many firms make a practice of send
ing selected managers to such
seminars. A notable innovation in re
cent years is the establishment by a num
ber of large corporations of their own
management “colleges” to which ex
ecutives from company operations
throughout the country are sent. Many
organizations have a procedure to iden

tify high-potential persons and establish
replacement lists, but somehow women
are often left out because the organiza
tion fails to recognize their ability.
When a utility discovered, for example,
that not one woman was included in the
high potential pool of 300 persons, it
modified the requirements for eligibility
and set up a separate procedure for the
identification of talented women.
As a part of their resource develop
ment system some organizations are es
tablishing special management seminars
for a few topnotch women who have had
a variety of business experiences but
lack necessary exposure in a particular
area, such as manufacturing, finance, or
sales, to qualify for management
positions. In some cases these seminars
are cited as the turning point to a change
in attitudes and outlook.
Typical seminars include discussions
on stereotypes that women have
traditionally accepted and also focus on
problems that women face in business.
Members of the group share experiences
and give each other advice on handling
difficult situations, such as how to work
with a chauvinistic manager or how to
manage a subordinate who refuses to
work for a woman. Questions of
business style and image often arise,
such as, “should a woman act like one of
the boys, or be coy and feminine?”
The procedures for investigating
traditionally nonfemale job oppor
tunities also get emphasis; some
seminars have reports by group
members on various positions within
the company. These reports not only in
crease practical knowledge of the com
pany but also give each person an op
portunity to develop presentation skills.
Women, like men, have to become ac
customed to working with women, and
here the seminar can help. One engineer
who had spent nearly all her business life
in strictly male departments remarked
that a seminar for women had given her
a chance to meet intelligent women
whom she could respect, use as role
models, and with whom she could share
experiences.

The Role of the University
There are five major reasons for the
use of management seminars for
women:
To broaden the woman manager’s vision
and understanding as preparation for ad
ditional responsibility.
To provide the woman manager with the
latest information on business theory and

practice.
To stimulate a more creative and in
novative approach to problem solving
and decision making.

To give her the opportunity to discuss
ideas and problems with other women.
To allow the woman manager to reflect
upon and assess her career development
and work role.

In its specifics the management
seminar utilizes the resources of the uni
versity business school, using business
school faculty and often located on uni
versity campuses. Seminars may select
from among the full scope of graduate
business offerings, including manage
ment, policy and planning, management
of human relations, measurement and
control, and the business environment.
The seminars usually admit women
that already have had some managerial
experience within their companies;
women that have serious motivation,
usually because they are on the rise
within their firms and desire further
preparation for their future; and women
who show sufficient stability of per
sonality and intellectual competence to
bridge the gap between understanding
theory and its application in a wide
variety of unique situations.
Seminar Shortcomings
Some concerns are that seminars lack
the ability to develop explicitly the
traits, knowledge, and skills essential to
career success and leadership in business
organizations.10
Evaluation of special management
programs has traditionally posed a dif
ficult problem. The methods of ap
praising results are recognized as being
at best imprecise, cumbersome, and un
wieldy.
Typically, for lack of anything better,
seminar evaluation is often ac
complished by obtaining feedback from
the participants at the conclusion of
their development experiences. Evalua
tion instruments have varied in their
degrees of sophistication, but most suf
fer from the same following deficien
cies.11
The assessment of the educational ex
perience is usually performed by the par
ticipant alone.
The appraisal comes at a time when the
participant is in a euphoric state. As a
result, the evaluation suffers from a
“halo” or Hawthorne effect resultingfrom
the exhilaration induced by the program
experience.
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The participant probes her feelings and
beliefs rather than concrete evidence of
behavioral or performance change.

Moreover, the participant may be re
quired to report on the worth of the
program to her company upon return
ing to her job. The woman manager
does not want to seem negative, un
grateful, or unworthy of future oppor
tunities. Therefore, her report is likely to
be both inhibited and perceptually dis
torted. Her account tends to emphasize
the positive aspects of the experience
and ignore its shortcomings. In actuality
often the most important considerations
about the seminar, as far as the partici
pant is concerned, is that she was select
ed to attend, not what she learned.
Women’s Seminars: The Value
The premise that special seminars
should be designed for women entering
management is acceptable and probably
desirable, at this time. The following are
some reasons for continuation.12
Women in the past were not given the
special educational advantages that were
offered to men in similar positions.
Women have to catch up. Women need
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more exposure to management concepts
than men simply because of lack of ex
posure.

Women have as great a prejudice against
other women as men. It is necessary to ex
pose women to all types ofother women in
business. Women gain strength and
knowledge from one another. Men,
traditionally, have many colleagues and
friends with whom to discuss job
problems; women do not have this oppor
tunity. Women need job satisfaction the
same as men. Women need to know that
unity is indeed powerful.
Women never considered the importance
of the jab in the past, for their own self
perspective forced them to demean their
position, not honor it. The position as a
woman manager was a thing to hide.
Women have to regard themselves and
their jobs with esteem. Respect for job,
with women, cannot be taken lightly.
Women’s, management seminars stress
respect, pride in job, development for
even greater job success.

Yes, women’s management seminars
are viable today. Women have to catch
up, have to associate with other women
with the same business background and
the same problems, have to raise their
own personal horizons and develop a
plan for continual achievement and
growth. For these reasons, seminars
offered for women are necessary and
beneficial.

Summary
A case for continuing programming
management seminars is presented.
Women need to catch up; women need
to become a part of the organization;
women need to feel pride in theirjob en
vironment; women need to share ex
periences.
How, then, can the talents of women
be developed more constructively?
Women management seminars
should not be discontinued. Despite lit
tle real differences in ability, women
have not been offered the same oppor
tunities as men at any management
level. Special seminars should promote
men and women as equals. The goals of
such programs should focus on un
derstanding commonalities rather than
dissecting differences.
The question initially posed can now
be better answered. For women who
have yet to catch up in management
knowledge, for women who are not yet
comfortable in the management posi
tion, and for women who still fear other
women in management, the manage
ment seminars for women seem to be
highly desirable.
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Systems design and analysis has been
defined as the analysis of present
methods, applications, objectives, and
all pertinent data followed by the design
of improved systems using data process
ing equipment and techniques. The
primary aim of this function is to
produce the optimum solution for
application needs; the most economic
solution consistent with management
and operating objectives, equipment
capabilities and personnel resources.
Programming has been defined as the
translation of defined systems re
quirements and procedures into a
logical process and a set of instructions
for its operation on data processing
equipment. Systems design and
programming represent two separate
though related functions in the data
processing environment.
In some installations the same staff
performs both functions, although in
many of the larger installations these
functions are performed by separate
staffs. In some organizations the
systems design group does not report to
the computer installation but is attached
instead to the various using departments
for which the designs are being
developed. This occurs because of the
very strong need for the systems analyst
to develop a full, detailed understanding
of the information function and the
needs of the user departments for which
systems are being designed. Regardless
of the organizational position of the
systems development group — both the
analyst and the programmers — it is im
portant that those performing these
functions have full access to the
information available in the user
departments and have the full
cooperation of those departments as
they attempt to study current
procedures and design new procedures.

Systems and Programming Reliability
The management of an organization
must clearly define and support the ob
jectives that a system is to accomplish. It
is impossible either to develop a system
or subsequently to evaluate it if the ob
jectives against which that system is to
be measured are unknown. Proper con
trol of the systems development
procedure requires a formalized review
and management authorization of each
system before it is implemented. One of
the important controls in the systems
development process is appropriate
authorization of the plan and evidence
of regular appraisal and supervision of
the progress of the systems development
project.

Electronic
Data Processing
Systems Design and Application Programming

Editor, Elise G. Jancura, CPA, Ph.D.
The Cleveland State University
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An essential ingredient in efficient
direction of the development effort and
meaningful evaluation of its ac
complishments is adequate documenta
tion of the manual procedures and
programmed procedures to be com
bined in the given data processing
system or application. Evidence of close
supervision such as regular progress
reports, planning schedules, and
management review reports can be used
by the auditor in making inferences
about the efficiency with which the
development procedure was carried out,
and more important, the accuracy and
the adequacy of the resulting system.
Authorization and approval of the
system must be obtained not only from
systems development management but
also from the management of the
operating or user department for which
the data system is being designed.
Provision for error detection and cor

rection procedures should be made at
the time an application is designed.
These detection and correction
procedures may represent a mixture of
manual operations and program checks,
but efficiency demands that the systems
analysts and the programmers incor
porate those checking features as part of
the original development work. These
procedures should be fully documented,
with specific instructions as to how
errors are to be corrected and with
specific provisions for reintroduction of
previously erroneous data once the data
has been corrected. The formalized
procedures designated should also in
clude operator instructions for both
normal conditions and for error con
ditions such as label errors and machine
errors, as well as for any special
operating conditions.
Programming
Programs are a series of instructions
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executed sequentially by the central
processing unit of the computer. These
instructions must be stored within the
computer’s internal memory and must
be expressed in language that the com
puter understands. This language is fre
quently referred to as machine language
or object language. It is possible for a
programmer to write a program in
machine language. However, this is a
tedious, time consuming process,
because computer languages are fre
quently complex and expressed in a
coding structure different from that
familiar to human beings.
To facilitate the programming
process, a number of programming
languages that are easier to use and are
similar to language used by human
beings are available. These languages
are called symbolic or source languages.
However, if a programmer writes in one
of these symbolic languages, the
programmer must first translate the
language written in source code into the
computer’s language expressed in object
code. When a computer vendor designs
a language for convenient use by the
programmer, the vendor also provides a
program that will translate this sym
bolic language into object language.
These translating programs are general
ly called compilers. In addition to per
forming the translation from source to
object language, the compiler also
produces the object program in a
medium or form that is ready for
loading into the computer.
There are several types of symbolic
languages. Some of these languages re
quire fairly expert knowledge of the
computer system and its facilities and
are rarely transferable to other systems.
Others, frequently referred to as high
level languages, require little knowledge
of the specific computer, only general
functional knowledge of computer
systems in general. These high level
languages are generally transferable
from one computer system to another —
a characteristic that is referred to as
source compatibility. The language is
implemented on individual computer
systems through the compiler provided
for each subsequent computer system.
Examples of source compatible
languages are FORTRAN, COBOL,
PL/I, ALGO, and BASIC. A number of
other generally source compatible
languages have been developed for cer
tain types of processing problems; LISP
and SNOBOL are examples of list
processing languages and GPSS and
COGO represent examples of languages
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developed for simulation techniques.
An operating system is simply a collec
tion of programs that allows control of
the computer to be more fully
automated. The heart of an operating
system is a control program, frequently
referred to as the monitor, that controls
the automatic transition from one
application program to another. In ad
dition, the operating systems in a multi
programming environment will control
the concurrent execution of several
programs within the central processing
unit. An operating system usually
means that the programs are stored in a
machine readable library. The operating
system may also collect operational
statistics and keep a log of console
operations.
Systems and Program Testing
The testing procedures performed in
the systems development process can
have a major impact on the subsequent
reliability of that system, including both
the manual procedures and the
programmed procedures involved in the
system. A definite plan should be
prepared for testing the system. By
testing in an organized and controlled
fashion, much more accurate results can
be obtained with a great deal less time
and effort. It is important to make
provision for testing every possible
alternative processing path that exists
within the system.

Test data should be prepared and run
through the system for every condition
that the system is designed to handle.
Furthermore, test data should also in
clude invalid data, in order to test the
system’s ability to recognize and
segregate invalid and erroneous data.
For example an accounts receivable
program might expect to handle
purchases and sales. Purchases might be
designated by a 1 in the activity code and
sales by a 2 in the code. The program
should recognize that a record with a 3
in the activity code does not represent a
legitimate alternative and should
properly reject that transaction. A com
mon failing of many programs is the
assumption that if the first code does not
exist, the record automatically
represents the second code. Figure 1 il
lustrates alternative coding logic for
program identification of the activity
code. In Figure 1A the programmer
erroneously assumes that if the code be
ing tested was not a 1, that it was a 2.
Mistakenly assuming that only properly
recorded data reaches a program is a
common error. Figure 1B shows a more
desirable approach that tests the data as

thoroughly as possible.
In installations handling large
volumes of data, erroneous records can
slip through the verification and other
control procedures and reach the
processing runs. Thus, in constructing
the test data, the programmer or analyst
testing the system should try to include
examples of both valid and invalid data
conditions. Further tests should be run
with essential data missing (fields within
records or even whole records), to test
whether the programs can detect the
absence of needed information. For se
quential files, one test should include
test data that is out of sequence. For files
that need particular activity codes, tests
should include data with codes that are
incorrect as well as examples of all cor
rect codes. When a program that has
been properly executing for some time
suddenly begins producing an
erroneous result, a good probability ex
ists that the program was incorrectly
tested and that a relatively rare error
condition occurred that was not
recognized in the original test data.
Thorough testing is such an important
part of a systems development, it should
receive major consideration.
Wherever possible, it is desirable to
test in two phases: in the first phase,
specially constructed test data is used; in
the second phase, the system can be
tested with actual data as it is being
generated in the installation. This latter
approach is called a parallel run,
because this execution of the new system
should be concurrent with continued ex
ecution of the old system. The purpose
of a parallel run is to test the entire
system in an actual operating environ
ment. This can serve two purposes: to
insure that the systems description and
design accurately reflect the actual en
vironment; and to check that the related
programs function together as an
cohesive system.
However, the installation should
always be aware of the fact that
successful parallel runs do not necessari
ly guarantee a complete test. When the
new system differs substantially from
the old, the results may not be com
parable without extensive reconcilia
tion. Also, in most environments there
are relatively rare combinations of data
conditions that very infrequently occur
in the normal course of events. Unless
the parallel run should happen by
chance to occur when one of these rare
combinations exist, the system will not
be tested for its ability to handle such a
situation. This is the reason why the

(Fig. 1A)

(Fig. IB)

Fig. 1 - ALTERNATIVE CODING FOR ACTIVITY CODES

construction of formalized test data is so
important.
Control of Programs and
Program Libraries

Plans should be specified and fully
documented as to the way in which in
dividual programs are to be stored and
maintained within the installation. This
includes plans for control of access to
the program libraries as well as specific
provisions for program modifications.
One test of a well controlled installation
is the degree to which prior authoriza
tion is required for program changes
and the degree to which any changes
made to computer programs, once these
programs are placed in a normal
operational state, are documented.
An all too frequent error made by in
stallations is to allow changes to the
program without correction of the
documentation for that program.
Another serious error consists in allow
ing unauthorized access to an operating

version of a program, thus making it
possible to change the function of a
program. The problem of controlling
changes to programs must be addressed
at several levels. First the systems
development process must plan ahead
and define the procedure for making
authorized changes, with the attendant
requirements for proper documenta
tion. Second, appropriate operational
control must be instituted to prevent un
authorized intervention from the com
puter console when a program is loaded
for execution that could result in un
documented and therefore possibly un
detected change in the program.
Depending upon the sophistication of
the installation, copies of the programs
can be in the form of card decks and
stored in appropriate filing drawers.
Most installations, however, have
progressed to some sort of operating
system environment in which the
machine language copies of the
programs are usually maintained in a
machine accessible library, usually

stored on a disk file. Access to these
programming libraries must be con
trolled both in terms of execution of the
programs within these libraries and in
terms of any changes made to the copies
of the programs that exist in the work
ing library. Periodic examination of the
programs stored in the working libraries
(which are libraries from which the
programs are actually loaded and ex
ecuted in the computer) is a necessity to
insure against any unauthorized
changes in the programs as they are ex
ecuted from the specifications found in
the installations formal documentation.
To review briefly, programming in
systems reliability will be greatly
enhanced if processings systems and
their programs are designed to meet
carefully defined objectives, are proper
ly authorized by the organization
management, have heavy user involve
ment in the design and testing phase, are
adequately documented, make provi
sion for control changes to the system,
and are thoroughly tested.
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For years, going back to the early
1950’s, theorists believed that the best
hedge against inflation was to purchase
high-quality common stocks and “put
them away.” Later, the thought
developed that portfolios of common
stocks managed by professional
managers provided a better way to in
vest than to manage one’s own money.
Investment company shares, especial
ly shares of open-end investment com
panies called mutual funds, gained wide
popularity as both retirement accounts
and individuals purchased them in the
hope of receiving inflation offsetting
benefits from the broadly diversified
and professionally managed portfolios
represented by investment company
shares.
Unfortunately, common stock prices
as measured by the Dow Jones In
dustrial Average are lower today than
they were ten years ago. During the
period when protection against inflation
was most needed, mutual fund shares, as
a group, failed to keep pace with rising
goods and services prices. In fact, many
owners of mutual fund shares have suf
fered losses in asset values and not the
price increases they had expected.
Extensive common stock price
declines during 1970 and 1973-74
produced fear in the minds of the public
and triggered mutual fund redemptions
and extensive liquidation of common
stock portfolios. Even today, the
problem lingers as a safety-of-principal
conscious public continues to funnel
their savings into certificates of deposits
and other short-term investments rather
than into common stocks and bonds.
In an effort to halt redemptions, and
in the hope of regaining public favor,
mutual funds and other professionally
managed investment companies have
developed plans which permit switches
to be made between income oriented
portfolios consisting mainly of fixed
securities into performance portfolios
made up of variable securities (common
stocks) at negligible charges to the in
vestor. Properly performed, switching
should produce outstanding results. On
the other hand, improperly timed
switching could prove disastrous.
In this article there are numerous
suggestions that should prove useful to
individuals desiring to adopt a long
term investing approach based on
switching from one type of security to
another or for determing when to move
savings from mutual funds having in
come objectives to mutual funds seeking
performance. Included also is a discus28/ The Woman CPA
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sion of investment risks, and the (bankruptcy, or declining earning
characteristics of bonds, common power), market risk (loss of marketabili
stocks, convertible issues, and invest ty), and psychological risk (securities
ment company shares.
are easy to purchase but hard to sell). To
Investment Risks
repeat, these risks should always be con
Expectat
ions concerning future levels sidered prior to investing, especially if
of economic activity, future interest rate plans call for holding of securities for a
trends and governmental attitudes in long term.
The longer the proposed holding
fluence the price movements of specific
types of securities. As a result there will period, the greater the potential risk of
be changes in the relative importance of becoming “locked-in” in low-yielding
the risks associated with ownership of depreciated securities. There is a tenden
the various types of investments. The cy for most individuals to follow the
potential risks that lie ahead should be crowd and buy high and sell low. Even
considered prior to making long-term the most renowned traders found trou
investments. These risks have been ble selling at times.1 In other words, it is
classified as purchasing power risk easy to “get married to a security,”
(inflation), interest rate risk (when in which means that most people should
terest rates increase, outstanding fixed never attempt to trade securities on a
securities decline in price), financial risk short term basis. They should have long

term objectives, but plan to rearrange
their portfolios in line with changing
security market conditions. The
possibility of a change in market con
ditions often is revealed in the
relationship which exists at a particular
moment between security prices and
security yields.
Yield Curves and Security prices
Bond indentures and preferred stock
contracts specify the amount of interest
or dividend payments that will be paid
owners of the securities. These interest
and dividend payments are fixed in size.
Therefore, when interest rates advance,
to compete with newly issued securities
carrying higher interest and dividend
payments, outstanding bonds and
preferred stocks have to sell at lower and
lower prices.2 When interest rates
decline, outstanding bonds and
preferred stocks advance in price. Ob
viously, successful forecasting of in
terest rate trends can produce signifi
cant profits.
Whether or not interest rate trend
reversals are imminent often can be
determinded from studying yield curves
portraying the yields available to
purchasers of securities of varying
maturities. When yields on long-term
maturities are lower than yields on
short-term maturities, (especially when
yields of all fixed securities are at high
levels) the probability is high that a
decline in interest rates will soon
develop.3 An explanation of the reason
ing underlying the statement in the
proceeding sentence follows.
It would normally be expected that
higher yields would be available on
long-term securities than on short-term
because of the greater possibility of ex
tensive interest rate advances over the
long-term as opposed to the short-term.
In other words, long-term securities ex
pose investors to higher levels of interest
rate risk than do short-term securities.
Therefore, when plotted on a diagram
having yields on the vertical axis and
maturities on the horizontal axis, the
curve connecting yields should be upsloping to the right.
When long-term yields become lower
than short-term yields, yield curves
become down-sloping to the right and
indicate that an abnormal situation has
developed. The inference that can be
deduced from a down-sloping-to-theright yield curve is that the demand for
long-term securities exceeds the demand
for short-term securities. This is the time
when switches should be made from
short-term securities to those having

long-term maturities.
there is no danger whatsoever of the
Flat or down-sloping to the right yield
issuer becoming bankrupt.
curves usually develop only after long
Inflation and Bond Investments
periods of credit tightening and when in
Properly timed long-term bond
terest rates are at high levels. Bankers purchases and sales can develop profits
and bond brokers shift funds into long which can help hedge against inflation.
term securities to obtain the high returns
If the past is any indication of the future,
that are available, and to protect however, the chance to make high
themselves from financial risk should profits from buying and selling long
the high interest rates produce un term bonds only presents itself about
employment and business failures. The three times every ten years. Profits can
decline in long-term yields resulting be large, however, relative to the
from the increased purchasing may not amount of funds invested, provided
be reflected in the same movement in leverage is obtained through the use of
short-term securities which may stay at borrowed money. The margin require
high levels depending on how long the ment on bond purchases is much less
Federal Reserve System continues to than the margin requirement on stock
pursue tight money policies.
purchases. In addition, commissions
Ultimately, when depression trends charged to purchase and sell bonds are
develop, credit has to be loosened and much less than the commissions charged
short-term interest rates drop. Long to purchase and sell stocks.
term interest rates may not drop im
It is doubtful that under a Democratic
mediately, but in time it can be expected administration interest rates will reach
that long-term interest rates will decline, levels reached during the Nixon and
producing profits for investors who own Ford administrations. However, should
long-term fixed securities.
inflation continue and should other
Corporate Bonds and Municipals
methods fail to curtail spiralling prices,
When it appears that conditions favor it is possible that interest rates will again
a decline in interest rates and the deci reach the high levels of 1974. Should this
sion has been made to move into long happen, it might be wise to purchase
term securities, there is still the decision high-grade governments or corporate
to be made concerning whether funds bonds and hold them for a long period
should be invested in Treasuries, cor of time.
porate bonds, or the bonds of cities, Time Equity Investments
counties, states, and municipalities. One
Again returning to yield curves: when
should exercise caution at this point and the time has been reached that credit
invest only in issues of high quality.
tightening has produced a downBond quality ratings are available in slopping-to-the-right yield curve,
publications of Moody’s and Standard weaknesses in the economy have already
& Poors Corporation which may be developed and recession is in an early
found in libraries and brokerage offices. stage. Common stock prices probably
Also, information pertaining to already have started declining and more
municipal issues can be obtained from than likely will continue to decline until
private organizations which specialize it becomes apparent that Federal
in rating local issues. These ratings Reserve System and Treasury policies
agencies often have their offices in the have been directed toward expansion
city where the State Capitol is located. rather than restraint.
Stock prices usually begin advancing
Remember, there is no federal in
several months before the stimulation is
come tax on the interest payments
received from owning general obliga reflected in economic time series. The
time to move into common stocks is
tion and revenue bonds issued by
governmental bodies other than the when it becomes apparent that money is
federal government. For the taxpayer in being injected into the banking system
a high tax bracket after-tax yield on and that fiscal policies have been
municipals may exceed the after-tax directed toward expanding economic
yield obtainable from purchasing activity. Stock prices will be low and
federal government or corporate bonds purchases, especially of stocks of com
panies which will benefit from expan
(which are taxable).
When making long-term bond sion, should be made at this time.
In the early stages of a bull (upward)
purchases, stay out of deep discount
bonds unless reliable information is market, prices of cyclical stocks (those
available which assures that the whose earnings tend to move with the
problem that has caused the bonds to business cycle) and growth issues
sell at low prices is temporary and that (stocks whose earnings tend to grow at a
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bonds or preferred stocks which may be
converted into common stock on a basis
specified in bond indentures and
preferred stock contracts. Rules of
thumbs exist for use in evaluating con
vertible issues.4 Generally speaking,
convertible issues should not be bought
Growth Stocks
when interest rates are expected to ad
vance. More often than not, interest rate
There are very few common stocks
advances are not accompanied by ad
whose prices move up for long periods
vances in common stocks. Furthermore,
of time. Ultimately, increased competi
losses accrue to holders of fixed
tion or some other factor results in a
securities during periods when interest
decreased rate of upward change in ear
rates are advancing. Finally, buyers are
nings and a slowed rate of increase in a
hard to find for convertible issues when
company’s common stock price. There
interest rates are expected to advance.
are exceptions, but they are difficult to
discern and it is easy to be mistaken and
“lock in” savings in common stocks that Investment Companies
lack the essential ingredient of true
For individuals who do not wish to
growth. That essential ingredient is a
manage
their own funds, but would like
competitive edge as a result of some
causal factor such as patents, outstan to take advantage of the benefits that ac
ding management, or unusual crue from being invested in the right
kinds of securities at the right times, in
marketing plans.
If it is planned to hold common stocks vestment companies which offer
for long periods of time, funds should be switching plans may be the answer to in
invested in true growth stocks which vestment problem. The following dis
possess characteristics which will cussion is included for those persons.
There are two major types of invest
provide growth in earnings at a faster
pace than corporate earning growth in ment companies: closed-end and opengeneral. If true growth situations cannot end. Closed-end investment companies
be recognized (and they are not easy to can only issue the number of shares
recognize) restrict common stock authorized in their articles of incorpora
purchases to periods of time when stock tion. Their shares, which may be traded
prices are low and sell when stock prices either on exchanges or in the over-thecounter market, usually fluctuate more
are high.
As pointed out earlier, stock prices narrowly than the shares of business
are low during recessions. To determine corporations. Usually they are conser
when stock prices are high, the most vatively managed and keep funds in
consistent indicator has been the vested in broadly diversified portfolios.
average yield on the Dow Jones In They may obtain leverage from sale of
debt issues. During weak security
dustrial Average.
Every time period in which yields on markets, closed-end investment com
the Dow Jones Industrial Average have pany shares often sell for less than their
fallen below three percent and stayed book value.
Open-end investment companies
there for several months has been
followed by significant declines in com (called mutual funds) are required to
mon stock prices. It appears that in redeem their shares at their net asset
vestors just will not purchase high-grade value within seven days after receiving a
common stocks at yields of less the three redemption request at the price existing
percent range, stop purchasing even at the time the request is received. They
growth issues, sell all other stocks and may, however, issue an unrestricted
switch out of performance oriented amount of shares.
Mutual funds that charge sales com
mutual funds. The Dow Jones Average
yield can be followed in the Market missions in addition to the net asset
Laboratory section of Barron’s value of their shares are called load
funds. Those mutual funds that do not
Magazine.
charge sale commissions are referred to
as no-load funds.
Usually the sales commission charged
Convertible Issues
by load funds amounts to eight or nine
Any discussion of long-term investing percent of the net asset value of their
would not be complete without some shares. To determine whether a specific
mention of convertible issues. These are fund is a load or no-load fund, check the
rate faster than stocks in general) will
tend to move up as a group. In time,
(usually twelve to eighteen months after
the bottom) the broad general move
ment will slow and the stock market will
become selective.
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“bids” and “asks” in the mutual fund
quotations printed in most newspapers.
If the fund is a no-load fund, the “bid”
and “ask” will be the net asset value of
the shares owned by the fund and they
will be the same. If the fund has a
loading charge, the “ask” will exceed the
“bid” by the amount of the loading
charge.
Since the load charges are so high, it is
generally wiser to invest in high quality
no-load funds. The investor quite often
has to find these by search, as
stockbrokers and mutual fund salesper
sons generally push the load funds to
receive higher commissions.
Mutual funds sometimes are sold on a
contractual basis with the purchaser
agreeing to purchase shares of a
specified amount over a specified period
of time. The term “front-end loading”
refers to contracts which specify that the
early payments be allocated primarily to
pay the loading charge rather than build
up the purchaser’s equity in the mutual
fund. The fund may also have redemp
tion charges, and may or may not be a
regulated fund.
Regulated investment companies
(companies that operate in accordance
with rules specified by the Internal
Revenue Service which have to do with
sources of revenues and their distribu
tion to share owners) are exempt from
payment of federal income tax on the
interest and dividend payments they
receive.5 They are considered a conduit
between the issuers of the securities and
the owners of their shares. Non
regulated companies must pay tax on in
terest and dividends received which
means that the earnings of the com
panies included in their portfolios are
taxed three times, (1) at the corporate
level, (2) when received by the invest
ment company, and (3) when dis
tributed to the owners of the investment
companies shares. For this reason, be
sure and select a regulated company
rather than an investment company that
does not have regulated status.
Always study the company’s prospec
tus before purchasing. If possible, check
other information sources, especially
the publications of Arthur
Weisenberger which are considered by
many authorities the best source of in
formation on mutual funds. Prior to the
selection of a specific fund, it would be
wise to analyze performance data in
cluded in Weisenberger publications.
Remember, however, there is no
assurance that past performance will be
repeated in the future.

Investment companies are regulated
by the Security and Exchange Commis
sion in accordance with the provisions
of The Investment Company Act of
1940. Investment companies are re
quired by this law to state their policies
and method of operation. On a con
tinuum ranging all the way from conser
vatively managed companies having in
come objectives to highly speculative
funds having price appreciation objec
tives (called “Go-Go Funds”), there are
funds of all types specializing in specific
types of investments.
During the recent past, the most
successful funds have been those in
vesting solely in short-term securities,
primarily certificates of deposits and
short-term securities. Back in the 1960s,
however, the best performers were some
of the no-load “Go-Go” funds. To
forecast which type of funds will be the
best performer in the future is difficult.
It is believed, however, that by switching
from income-oriented funds to funds
having price appreciation objectives,
and vice versa, will produce greater
profits than would be obtained from in

vesting in investment company shares
and putting them away, provided the
switching is performed at the proper
times.
Summary and Conclusions

The purchase of broadly diversified
groups of securities and “putting them
away” has failed to provide inflation
protection. With a six percent inflation
forecast, yields on short-term securities
and savings accounts are too low to
offset loss of purchasing power. A need
exists for profits as a result of price ap
preciation which can be obtained only
through the ownership of a small
number of difficult-to-discern growth
stocks or through pursuing an invest
ment approach based on switching in
and out of variable and fixed securities
at the proper time.
This article includes rules of thumb
believed useful to investors who wish to
implement a long-term investment
switching plan, whether it be applied to
the purchase and sale of specific
securities or to the switching of funds in

investment company shares.
In addition to discussion of the
characteristics of bonds, common
stocks, and convertible issues, there is
included a description of both closedend and open-end investment com
panies which should be of interest to
readers who do not wish to manage their
own accounts.

NOTES
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3Cohen, Zinbarg & Zeikel, Investment Analysis
and Portfolio Management, Richard D. Irwin,
Inc. 1977, p. 430.
4Cohen, Zinbarg & Zeikel, Investment Analysis
and Portfolio Management, Richard D. Irwin,
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5Clendenin & Christy, Introduction to In
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Social Responsibility Disclosure: 1977
Survey of Fortune 500 Annual Reports,
Ernst & Ernst, Cleveland, Ohio, 1977,
55 pp.

Reviews
Writings in Accounting

Ernst & Ernst conducts an annual •
survey of the annual reports to
shareholders of the Fortune 500 in
dustrials for disclosures on social
responsibility. A trend is continuing to
develop whereby increasing numbers of
companies are making social respon
sibility disclosures. During 1977 the
survey identified 456 companies —
91.2 percent of the latest Fortune 500
— as having made some form of social
responsibility disclosure in their annual
reports.
The survey identifies the location and
amount of the disclosures. In this latest
survey, the average space devoted to
social responsibility disclosure declined
to .41 page from .52 page the previous
year, but remained significantly above
Editor: Imogene A. Posey, CPA, CMA
the .27 page reported in the 1975 survey.
University of Tennessee
Locations include the letter to
Knoxville, Tennessee
shareholders; a separate minor section
of the annual report; a separate booklet
distributed to the shareholders with the
annual report; or other sections such as
financial highlights, new product
development, captions of photographs,
and financial statements. The survey hiring of women and minorities to the
indicated increased consistency in dis promotion of environmental protection
closing socially responsible activities. and energy conservation. Social respon
For example, over the five most recent sibility is classified according to the
years, 211 companies have consistently following seven general categories with
provided some social responsibility dis detailed subdivisions:
closure in their annual reports; this
statistic is comparable with 160 com
A. Environment
B. Energy
panies identified in the 1976 survey (a 32
percent increase).
C. Fair Business Practices
D. Human Resources
The survey classifies and summarizes
information into a format that allows
E. Community Involvement
the reader to compare the nature of a
F. Products
G. Other Disclosures
company’s social responsibility dis
closure with that of other Fortune 500 The survey also indicated the number of
companies. Ernst & Ernst feels there are companies using each of the twenty
no standards and guidelines for repor seven detailed categories, with examples
ting socially responsible activities. of the disclosure.
However, quantification improves the
In summary, this booklet contains a
disclosure by specifying the effort of a synopsis of the results of the 1977 survey
company in a particular area of social with illustrative examples. A separate
responsibility. The 1977 survey revealed Ernst & Ernst publication, the Com
that 55.2 percent of the Fortune 500 pilating of Social Responsibility Dis
companies provide either monetary or closure, which is available on request,
non-monetary quantification in their contains the details of the survey for
social responsibility disclosure.
each of the Fortune 500 companies.
Topics of the social responsibility dis
JAMES F. BROWN, JR.
closure cover a wide range — from sup
Doctoral Candidate
port for community activities and the
University of Tennessee
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Accounting Goes Public, Morton Levy;
University of Pennsylvania Press,
Philadelphia, Pa., 1977; 169 pages
(cloth cover), $10.95.

The author is the founder of Accoun
tants for the Public Interest (API) and
while the author discusses the reasons
for and recounts the problems in the for
mation of API, the book is much more
than just a history of this organization.
The growth in “consumerism” and
similar public interest movements had
been rapid in the 1960’s and 70’s, and
Levy, along with others, thought it
remarkable that, while accountability
for public officials and public projects
was constantly discussed, “accountants
themselves had rarely been called upon
to help implement it.” When important
decisions concerning environmental
matters, education needs, public finan
cing, etc., had to be made, there was lit
tle understanding of the financial im
plication by the public.
In 1972, Levy and some associates es
tablished API of San Francisco. They
accepted as clients groups meeting the

requirements that an organization (1)
must be involved in a charitable or
educational endeavor, (2) must be un
able to pay for accounting services, and
(3) must accept the fact that objectivity
and independence is crucial to the
members of API in providing their ser
vices as accountants.
Over one-half of the book is devoted
to a discussion of cases that have been
accepted by API. These include health
care hospitals, the equity of tax rates,
and equitable allocation of bond issue
proceeds. Two cases that merit special
mention are a discussion of the propos
ed airport expansion for San Francisco
and the development of a model accoun
ting and reporting system for political
candidates. These cases are unusual and
very interesting.
Levy concludes with a discussion of
the future for public interest accounting
groups. He sees a real need for concern
ed professional accountants in
providing the necessary information for
the decision makers in the public sector
— whether elected officials or the
voters.
The book is well-written and should
be of interest to a wide range of persons.
All of these cases are well-documented
and complete, yet are not tedious to
follow. Levy’s discussion of the cases is
technical enough to satisfy those who
want many details of the studies, but
light enough to be of interest to those
with less accounting background.
RICHARD L. TOWNSEND
The University of Tennessee-Knoxville
Associate Professor of Accounting
American Geographical Society’s Sym
posium on Geographical Aspects of In
flationary Processes, Peter B. Corbin
and Murray Sabrin, editors; Redgrave
Publishing Company, Pleasantville,
NY; Vol. 1, 64 pages, Vol. 2, 65 pages,
$11.90.
These two rather thin paperback
books include the thirteen papers
presented at the American
Geographical Society’s first symposium
on the Geographical Aspects of the In
flationary Process, along with a
foreword by Paul A. Samuelson, an in
troduction by the editors and opening
remarks by Robert McNee, the director
of the American Geographical Society.
The director feels that the conference
represents another step in the coopera
tion at the interface of geography and
economics and that the topic is of great
social importance as well as an in

triguing intellectual subject. Henry
Hazlitt in “Why Inflation Is
Worldwide” concludes that the impact
of inflation is influenced more by where
one is politically and the currency used
than the geographic location. Extensive
trading and other relations between
nations make geography itself less im
portant than the currency and political
considerations.
This reviewer particularly enjoyed a
paper by Henry Fishkind on “The
Regional Impact of Monetary Policy;
An Econometric Simulation Study of
the Indiana Economy(1958-1973).”The
author points out that while states are
affected quite unequally by monetary
policy, the Federal Reserve conducts the
policy as if no regional differencesexist.
As a result, he concludes citizens of
some states have to bear more of the
brunt of an economic slow-down than
others.

Articles of Interest
“Common-sense Accounting for Infla
tion,” John C. Biegler, Financial Ex
ecutive, Vol. 45, No. 12, December
1977, pp. 32-37.
Another plea for a solution by ac
countants to the problem of reporting
financial data, particularly the income
statement and the balance sheet, in
periods of intolerable inflation is made
by John Biegler, senior partner of Price
Waterhouse & Co. The writer makes a
strong defense of the traditional repor
ting in historical dollars as objective, un
derstandable to statement users, and in
terwoven into U.S. legal and tax struc
tures. He feels that the Lifo method will
generally take care of reporting of cost
of sales in current dollars, and that
supplementary statements adjusted for
the general purchasing power (GPP) of
the dollar as determined by the GNP
Price Deflator are the best solution to
the reporting problem created by price
inflation.
Biegler feels that current value ac
counting should be rejected because this
method uses imaginary costs of inven
tories, depreciation based on
hypothetical future costs for replace
ment, and creates valuation reserves
that look like entity capital. He feels that
the struggle to comply with the SEC’s
Accounting Series Release No. 190 has
provided evidence of the impracticality
of the current value methods.

Biegler feels that supplementary GPP
statements are the practical approach to
the problem of inflation accounting and
could fulfill the object of useful
statements if the presentation were kept
simple, with the emphasis placed on the
overall impact of inflation instead of
precision of calculation, and segrega
tion of price level gains and losses is
made, particularly the price level gains
on long term obligations. He advocates
simplification of preparation of the
statements wherever possible.
This reviewer feels that this is a well
written plea for a simpler, less expensive
solution to inflation accounting than the
replacement cost accounting that is
currently receiving more attention. The
reviewer also feels that the financial
community has not heard the last of the
argument concerning the best solution
to accounting for inflation.

“Those Pension Plans Are Even Weaker
Than You Think,” A. F. Ehrbar, For
tune, Vol. 96, No. 5, November 1977,
pp. 104-114.
The alarming size of the unfunded
vested benefits of the pension plans of
ten extreme corporate examples is con
trasted with pension fund assets, net
worth of the corporation, and recent
market value of the common stock in
this very timely article. The variability
of actuarial methods used to calculate
the amount of benefits and the assump
tions concerning growth of wages and
earnings on pension fund assets used
with those methods are criticized as
further underestimating the unfunded
vested benefits. Particularly, the low
wage increases often assumed is con
trasted with the interest rate assumption
which usually exceeds the “riskless” in
terest rate. The author points out that
the real risk is not to the employees
covered by the pension plan, since the
advent of ERISA and the insurance
provided by the Pension Benefit
Guaranty Corporation (PBGC), but to
the stockholders of the firm granting the
pension. Since PBGC required that
other members provide pensions for the
retired employees of bankrupt firms, the
cost may be spread to other firms.
This reviewer views this article as
sobering for two reasons: 1) it highlights
one of the areas of accounting where
alternatives need to be reduced and 2)
unfunded pension benefits could
become a potential drag on reported net
income and consequently stock prices.
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